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CHAPTER I 
THE PRORkEM 
Purpo~e of the study. This study attempts the 
construction of equivalent fonns for a test to measure 
one aspect in elaborative thinking in grades six, seven, 
and eight. The specific aspect chosen for this study is 
the ability to suggest pertinent questions, topics for 
study or possible activities related to the selection 
read. 
Definition of terms. It is necessary, at this 
point, to state definitely what is meant by n elaborative 
thinking." For the purpose of this study, elaborative 
thinking while reading will consist of that type of 
thinking which goes beyond the assimilation of facts or 
the literal int erpretation of the author's ideas. The 
specific element to be measured is the ability on the 
part of the stud ent not only to follow the author's 
thought while reading, but, by a spontaneous flow of h is 
own thoughts be a ble to sugg est pertinent questions, 
topics for study, and possible activities which are 
related to the selection read. 
CHAPT EH II 
REVIEW OF RES~ARCH 
A review of the literature and previous research 
reveals that psychologists recognize man's claim to 
superiority over animals by the phrase, "higher mental 
processes." These processes present a hierarchy of 
abilities on the part of man, the highest one, the think-
out of the solution of a problem. 
Definition of terms. Although all writers 
recognize the importance of the higher mental processes, 
they do not all agree on terminology. Therefore, it 
seems, at this point, important to discover meanings 
given by various writers to the higher mental processes. 
Bentleildefines elaborative thinking as: 
An activity through which an individual arrives at 
the solution of a problem. The problem is a felt 
difficulty, and the solution is a new bit of knowledge 
or a new belief. Symbolic meanings provide the clues, 
evidences, and flashes of insight. We tend to avoid 
hard thinking by accepting solutions provided by 
imagination or memory. When experience or knowledge 
is lacking, we are prone to resort to overt trial 
and error. 
1 Madison Bentley, "The !1;3 sychologist' s Use of 
Neurology," .American Journal of P sychology, 49:233-264, 
April, 193.7 
Kingsley2 says, in regard to the process of 
elaborative thinking: 
In elaborative thinking one solves a problem. The 
problem is the motive of the thinker. It initiates 
the thinking and directs the process toward the 
solution. It ie not the situation encountered that 
i s the probl em, but r athe r t h e i ndividual ' ~ s ense of 
difficul ty or his d esire to find out somet h ing. It 
may, as in the case of the task, arise from the 
occasion, from instruction given by another p erson, 
or from self-ins truction •••• We have elaborative 
think ing only when there is a real problem a nd. when 
the solution t o it is work ed out by the use of si gns, 
symbols, or clues. 
As a result of his study, Chrisof3 defines 
thinking as a psychological function with three distinct 
phases, the formulation of the problem, elaboration and 
solution. In summarizing the period of elaboration, he 
says: 
3 
••• the distinguishing contribution of the period 
. of elaboration is (1} a coll~ction of varied psychol-
.ogical materials, ( 2) an ordering of these into the 
relevant and irrelevant materials, through a critical 
a ppraisal based o.n their worth, (3) a further scrutiny 
of accepted products, (4) integration into a unity 
where products have been not only related to one 
another but to a general topic which is the antic-
ipated solution • 
. . • A fairly small fraction of these products 
2 Howaro L . Kingsley, 'I' he Nature ·and Conditions of 
Learning (l'l'ew York: Prentice Hall7" Inc:i:", -:r9'48}._p_:_ 37i-
3 Cleo Chri sof, "The l!,ormulation and Elaboration of 
'I'hought-Pro blems," Amari ca :g Journal of Psycholog:z., . 
52:161-185, April, 1939. 
4 
are made under the guidance of the environment of what 
the behaviorist calls stimulus. These are perceptive 
products. The larger fraction are turned out, in 
relative independence of the environment, from other 
resources of the organism under the gu{dance of a 
general task and the specific thought problem which 
the organism has created. 
1Yarren and Carmi chael4 are among the writers who 
i d entify thinking with a succession of mental images and 
thoughts. This process is called association of i deas: 
. A perception arouses a thought, this thought 
excites another thought, this in turn a third and so 
on. A long series of thoughts may arise in quick 
succession •••• Such a train of thoughts is called 
thinking. • • • 
Dewey5 describes thinking in some five or six 
. steps. This descr iption has been influential in 
curr iculum practices. However, 8ymonds6 feels that 
L ewey's steps in thinking do not cover all kinds of 
thinking which children do, and has organized the thought 
proces ees under such .headings as, learning meanings, 
classifying, seeing relationships, formulating a 
definition, generalizing, and stating relationships. 
74--· H. C. Warren ami L . Ca:inni chael, :U.. lement s of Human 
.:P sychology:: (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1930), (rev.ed.), 
p. 298~ 
5 John Dewey, ~ ~e Think (Boston: D. c. Heath, 
1933. 
6 Percival M. Symonds, Educai~Jol! and the :P sychology 
of Thinking (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1936:r-
5 
7 - . 8 9 Experimental work by Ray, -'-'aycock, Heidbreder, 
and Moore ,10 tend to verify the exi etence of some reasoning 
ability at an early age and the gradual, continuous, 
development of this ability as the child gains experience 
a gainst which he may check his hypotheses and conclusions. 
In contrast, Piagetll concluded from his studies that 
there are definite stages in children's thinking and that 
they are not capable of problem-solving or reasoning until 
12 
eleven or twelve years of age. Findings by Brownell 
7 Joseph J. Ray, The Generalizing Ability of Dull, 
Bright, and Superior Children (Contributions to Education, 
No. 175,'"George Peabody College for Teachers, 1936), 
pp. XIV, 110 
8 Samuel Laycock, Adaptability to New Situations 
(New York: Yiarwick and York, Inc., 192'§T. 
9 Edna F. Heidbreder, "P roblem Solving in Children 
and Adults," Journal of Genetic P sychology, 35:522-545 
December, 1938. 
10 Thomas V. :Moore, The Reasoning Ability of 
Children in the First Years-of School Life (New York: 
';Vi lliams and ··rVilkins, 1929) . -
11 Jean P iaget, Judg ement and Reasoning in the Child 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1928). 
12 William A. Brownell, 11 P roblem Solving 11 The 
P sychology of Learning, Fortz-First Yearbook of The 
National Societz for the St~ of Education, Part II 
{Public School Publishing Company, 1942), 
pp. 415-433. 
6 
and McCarthyl3 present no evidence to suggest that there 
are any fundamental differences in the way children and 
adults think. 
Importance of Elaborative ThinkinG• Almost all 
educators agree that one of the paramount functions of the 
school is the conscious formulation of the techniques of 
thinking. Improvement in pupil thinking can be expected 
only when an approach is made to teaching which 
emphasizes its improvement. 
Most teachers recognize the need, and provide 
exercises for the improvement of assimilative reading. The 
child is taught how to find and understand the ideas on 
the printed page. Elaborative thinking while reading 
involves additional mental activity on the part of the 
reader simultaneously with the assimilation of the ideas 
on the printed page. · These abilities need specific 
teaching if the child is to integrate his reading with his 
total experiences. It is th~ task of the teacher to 
arrang e situations which stimulate and provide opportu-
nities for elaborative thinking. 
13 Dorothea McCarthy, 11 Language Development in 
Children, 11 Manual of Child !:_sychology. L . Canni chael, 
editor, (New York: Wiley, 1946), Chap. X, pp. 4?6-581. 
7 
Durrelll4 comraents on the significance of this 
higher mental process: 
Associative thinking in reading apparently responds 
well to specific teaching. It is especially important 
in a reading program which calls for pupil-planning of 
classroom activities and is, perhaps, one of the most 
important of the thinking skills allied to reading 
since its object is to relate reading to the various 
aspects of experiences •••• At present, although 
there are many questions in study guides which call for 
elaborative thinking the ability is usually taught 
incidentally, if at all • 
.H.usselll5 comments on what he calls, "creative 
Today, reading is regarded as involving not only 
recognition and comprehension, but also interpretation 
and action. 'l'he reading act is composed of mechanics, 
understanding, and enjoyment, and also thinking and 
doing. lt involves relating what one reads to 
previous experiences and evaluating this material 
critically. 
14 Donald D. Durrell, Reading in the ElementaEY 
pchool, .l:!'orty-eighth Yearbook, National Society for the 
otudy of ~ducation, Part II (Chicago, Illinois: University 
pf Chicago ~ress, 1949), pp. 202 
15 David H. Hussell, "Reading for Critical 'l' hinking, " 
California Journal of :t; lementary Education 14:76-86, 
November, 1945 
Juddl6 feels that simple processes in the primary 
school have· been dealt with more scientifically than the 
mental processes · which the later educational years should 
cultivate. He says: 
8 
There is an interrupted series of steps leading up 
from the experiences which are externally conditioned, 
simple, and immature to the ~experiences which are 
higher because they emphasize systematically relations, 
abstractions, and broad generalizations. It is to the 
advantage of society that all individuals be 
stimulated to climb these steps as rapidly and as far 
as possible. 
• • • • • ! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
~sychology of the higher mental processes teaches 
that the end and goal of all education is the 
development of systems of ideas which can be carried 
over from the situations in which they were acquired 
to other situations. bystems ~f general ideas 
illuminate and clarify human experiences by raising 
them to the level of abstract, generalized conceptual 
understanding. 
Mardenl? found in her study (l) that pupile were 
able to improve their ability to suggest activities 
related to reading, (2) that the correlation between 
intelligence and ability to suggest activities was positive 
but low, and (3) that pupils were able to improve their 
ability to raise questions for study related to the reading. 
16 c. H. Judd, ~ducation as the Cultivation of the 
Higher Mental ~rocesses ( New York: Macmillan, 19 36j-,- ---
p. 193 and p. 201. 
17 Avis G. Mar den, Associational Reading Abilities 
of the beventh Grader, (unpublished .b;d. M. Thesis, Boston 
University, bchool of Education, 1941). 
9 
Crosscup 18 devised exercises to enc ourage the 
spontaneous flow of ideas while read ing and one curriculum 
guidel9 suggests activities for integ r a ting reading with 
other ex periences. 
Importance of questions - Activities aspect. :Most 
teachers a g ree that rea ding should not rema in at the 
verbal stage. It is important that teachers attempt to 
translate read ing into action, for action disciplines 
thinking. Children can learn responsibility for 
conclusions only by putting them into actions. 
A review of educational literature reveals the 
importance of giving children a share in planning class-
room activities. There is conclusive evi d ence, however, 
that planning i s a skill which need s to be t au ght. 
Enc ourag ing child ren to ask questions about what 
they have read and to suggest to p ics f o r stud y r elated to 
the reading should stimulate a desire for a n ex pl o rat omy 
type of learning experience which will yie l d satisfa cti on 
in out-of-school hours. 
18 Richard B. Cro sscup; "Experimental Ex ercises in 
~Learning to Interpret Reading, 11 Education, 59: 20- 21; 
September, .1938. 
1 9 San F rancisco Public Schools, Teaching Guide 
Reading , Curriculum Bulletin No. 201, San Francisco 
Public Schools, 1946. 
Exercises which stimulate spontaneous thinking 
about possible activities, questions to ask or topics to 
study related to the reading are important if reading is 
to be more than assimilation of the author's ideas. 
Need for test to measu.r~ elaborative thifl..king. An 
examination of research and literature revealed that no 
test existed in equivalent forms to test any ~spect of 
elaborative thinking. 
10 
Artley20 found that the intercorrelat ione between 
tests to obtain facts, to organize, to. see logical 
relations and to apply generalizations are positive, but 
low. Gans 21 found in her study that the ordinary 
standardized reading tests did not tend to measure 
critical or creative reading abilities. The available 
evidence suggests that varied tests . are needed to measure 
all aspects of elaborative thinking. 
20 A. St erl Artley, 11 The Appraisal of Reading 
Comprehension," Journal of Educational .Psychology, 34:55-
60, January, 1943. -
21 Roma Gans, ~ Study ?f Critical Reading 
Comprehension in~ Intermediate Grades, Contributions 
to Education, No. 8ll,(Bureau of ~ublications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1941). 
11 
Related Research. Many related studies have been 
made in the field of critical thinking. Arnold22 conclud-
ed as a result of a three months' experiment that critical 
thinking while reading can be acquired and that the 
intelligent use of data can be tested in grades five and 
six. 
Wrightstone23 developed a test to measure critical 
thinking in grades four to eight. The test measured such 
abilities ae (1) obtaining facts, (2) drawing conclu::ions, 
and (3) applying general facts. 
Downing24 constructed a test to measure some of the 
elements of the scientific method. He concluded from his 
study that critical thinking and intelligence are not 
identical abilities. 
22 Dwight L . arnold, "Testing Ability to Use Data 
in the Fifth and Sixth Grade, 11 Educational Research 
Bulletin, 17:255-259, 278, December, 1938 
23 J. Wayne Y!ri ghtstone, Manual for Test in 
Critical Thinking in the Social Studies, Bureau of 
Publications, TeacherS'College, Columbia University, 1939 
24 E . R. Downing, 11 Some Hesults of a Test on 
Scientific- Thinking," Science Education, 20:121-128, 
March, 1936 
12 
Another study in teaching skills in critical 
thiriking was reported by Anderson,25 and others. In this 
study control classes did about as well on abstracting 
and organizing as the experimental group, but on making 
inferences and drawing conclusions gains were much lower 
by pupils not using experimental materials. 
An interesting study was made by Glaser 26 with 
twelfth grade students. As a result of this study he 
concluded: (1) lesson units can be used effectively with 
hi gh school students to stimulate growth in ability to 
think critically. (2) Intelligence, reading ability, and 
school marks are most closely related to scores made on 
tests of critical thinking. (3) Age, sex, home background 
rating, and scores on the Interest-Values Inventory were 
not clo sely related to scores made on teste of critical 
thinking. 
25 H. R. Anderson, F. G. Jvlarcham, and S. B. Dunn, 
uAn Experiment in Teaching Certain Skills of Critical 
Thinking," Journal of Educational Research, 38:211-251, 
December, 1944. --
26 Edward :M . Glaser, An Experiment in the 
Development of Critical Thinking, Contributions to 
Education, No. 843. (New York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941.) 
Summary of Research. The results of the writer's 
review of research are summarized in the following: 
(1) \\friters do not all agree on the terminology 
in regard to the higher mental processes. 
13 
(2) There is ample evidence that reasoning ability 
exists at an early age. 
(3) Exercises have been used effectively to 
stimulate growth in ability to use the higher 
mental processes. 
(4) The ability to do elaborative thinking while 
reading is an important one which needs 
specific teaching. 
( 5) Ordinary standardized tests in reading are not 
adequate measures of creative reading abilities. 
(6) Tests have been constructed for certain aspects 
of critical thinking. 
(7) No test exists in equivalent forms to measure 
any aspect of elaborative thinking. 
After a careful ex amination of r e search it was 
decided to attempt the cons truction of a test in 
equivalent f orms t o measure the ability of sixth, seventh 
and eighth grade pupils to sugg est questions, topics, and 
possible activities related to reading matter. 
The results of an evaluation of this test will be 
used to answer the following questions: 
1. Is there a difference in this ability between 
grades? 
2. To what extent do mental ages influence scores 
made on this test? 
3. To what extent does reading ability influence 
scores made on this test? 
4. Is there sufficient discriminating capacity in 
each exercise? 
5. Can exercises be paired to enable the 
preparation of two for.ms of the test? 
14 
CHAPTER III 
:PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
Determination of element to be tested. The first 
step in 9onstruction of the test was to determine and 
define the element of elaborative thinking which was to 
be measured. The test was limited to exercises which 
called for a spontaneous flow of thoughts on the part of 
the reader, which would enable him to suggest pertinent 
questions, topics for study, and possible activities 
related to the selection. 
Determination of subject matter. Fourteen original 
exercises were written for the preliminary testing 
experiment. An attempt was made to write exercises within 
the experience level of pupils for whom the test was being 
constructed and of equal interest to boys and girls. 
Materials pertaining to safety, literature, social studies 
and special interest fields were chosen. Titles for 
these exercises were: Special Festivals in the United 
States, Fast Action Saves Timberland, Inland Waterways 
Carry Freight, Leisure Time Activities, Sounds that 
Entertain, _ Hobbies~ Fun, Protecting the Public, Happy 
Feelings ~ Important for Good Health, Johnny Tremain, 
Smoky, Little House in the Big Vloods, Plastics, New 
Houses for American .H'amilies, and A New Building in ~ 
World Capital. The topics were selected arbitrarily by 
the writer because it was felt that items which proved 
16 
uninteresting in the preliminary testing experiment would 
not be included in the final construction of the test. The 
three books reviewed are listed frequently as favorites. 
Children from twelve to fourteen evidence interest in 
hobbies, and the writer felt that the other topics were 
frequently found in current newspapers and magazines read 
by this age group and ought to be within the experience 
level of the students to be tested. Two items, New Houses 
for .Araerican Families, and A Hew Building in a World 
Capital, were not used in the final experiment as the 
students evidenced little interest in them during the 
exploratory test period. 
Determination of for.m. Each exercise was followed 
by a response sheet. In order to measure elaborative 
thinking there could be little restriction of response. 
A sample exercise was provided at the beginning of the 
test, followed by a sheet which contained possible 
responses to the exercise. Some of these responses were 
provided by the writer, but additional re spans es were 
coiltri buted by pupils during the preliminary testing. The 
17 
first response sheet to be used independently by the pupil 
provided some ai d in organizing the responses. Four 
head ings were listed for classification of activities: 
t l) Activities that Help to Find Out, (2) Social Activities 
(doing something to help), (3) Appreciative Activities, 
(music, art, etc. ) , {4) Reporting Activities, (reports, 
graphs, exhibits, etc.) The remaining responses were 
divided into two parts: (1) Topics or Q.uestions Related to 
the Selection., and (2) Activities Su ggested by the Article. 
A sample selection from the test is included below and on 
the follo wing page. 
\ 
Exercise II 
Directions: As you read this article, it should suggest 
questions or topics for study or activities 
related to it. 
FAST ACT ION SAVES T I JJIBERLANID· 
The smoke jumper has one of the most exciting jobs 
of all the interesting types of work which forest rangers 
do in guard ing our national forests. It is exciting, and 
very important work because his fast action saves acres 
of timberland. 
The fire guard, in his lookout on the mountain 
top, sends the warning of fire to the landing field which 
is maintained by the National Forest Service. 7Vhile the 
pilot warms up the plane's motor, the smoke jumper puts 
on a special suit which is padded with felt mat e rial, and 
adjusts the harness of his parachute. Then he puts on 
his helmet with the steel mesh wire apparatus to cover his 
face. Soon the plane is flying high over the forest area. 
The pilot sends out a small test parachute to estimate 
the wind drift. 
18 
Ylhen the pilot thinks they have the correct 
location, he gives the signal, and the ranger jumps. Some-
times he lands in a tree, but he has a rope in his 
trouser pocket to help him to descend to the ground in 
case this happens. 
Another small parachute comes down, bringing his 
fire-fi ghting tools, emergency food rations, a canteen of 
water and a first aid kit. Inside his jacket he has a 
two-way radio set. He is all equipped for action. 
In a matter of hours the ranger has the fire out 
by shovelling dirt on the flames, and cutting the brush 
from the edge of the fire. Then, because he is usually 
too tired to make his way back to the ranger station, 
he will spend the night in the forest he has helped to 
save by hie fast action. 
I. List here top ic~ for study which were suggested to you 
by the article. 
II.You must have thought of interesting activities for 
you or your class to do as you read the article. List 
them here. 
19 
Determination of readability of exercises. To 
minimize the effects ~f reading ability a preliminary 
try-out was given to twenty pupils from grades six, seven 
and eight to determine the difficulty of the exercises. 
Zach child read every exercise orally. Any words, phrases 
and sentence structure which evidenced a handicap to the 
readability of the material were revised or eliminated 
from the final test form. Ten revisions were made, and in 
three instances complete sentences were eliminat.ed. 
Administration of the preliminarl test. The first 
draft of the test containing fourteen exercises was read 
orally by twenty pupils of average intelligence and 
reading ability. After the reading of the selection by 
the child the writer or classroom teacher asked the child 
to interpret the meaning of the more difficult words or 
sentences. He was asked ·whic h ones he did not particularly 
en·j 9Y reading. Each child was asked to add to the list 
of questions and activities on the sample response sheet. 
Children from two small towns in Maine were used, and the 
testing was done by the writer and one classroom teacher. 
Interest appeal, readability, and clarity of directions 
were determined by this informal testing. Two exercises 
were eliminated because they had no interest pull for 
20 
pupils tested. The twelve remaining exercises were revised 
to eliminate any handicaps to readability. 
Selection of population for final testin£. The 
pupils selected for testing included all the pupils of 
the sixth, seventh, and ei ghth grades in two towns in 
Maine, and an unselected group from a seventh grade in a 
third town in Maine. Two weeks before the experimental 
test was given the California Test of Mental Maturity 
was administered. One week before the writer's test was 
given the Iowa :svery Pupil Test of Basic f)kills - Silent 
Heading Comprehension was administered. Three hundred 
and t wo pupils were used in the experiment. 
Administration of the final form of the test. The 
final form of the test was administered by classroom teach-
ers according to the directions (see appendix A). Because 
the student read orally during the preliminary testing, 
it was impossible to determine the time necessary for 
administering the test. However, the prime c onsideration 
of the test was to measure quality of pupil responses 
rather than sp eed. The writer did not intend to set any 
time restriction upon the pupils taking the test, but 
asked teachers participating to record time needed for the 
entire test. The averag~ time recorded for administering 
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the twelve items was three hours and forty minutes. 
Scoring of the exercises. The scoring of the test 
in elaborative thinking was d one by the writer. Each 
response which- indicated a question, topic, or activity 
related to the selection was counted one score. No attempt 
was made to determine in advance the responses which were 
to be expected nor to score responses according to quality. 
Unusual responses such as, HDo esn't the u . :3 . Office of 
_u;ducation have more important work to do than to give 
information on hobbies?" was given one score, even though 
that particular response had not been in the mind of the 
writer when the selection was written. No credit was 
g iven to a question which had already been answered by 
the article. Responses which were too vague such as, 
"Make a project 11 , or questions addressed to the writer 
for his personal opinion, such as, 11 Do you think that Ken 
got a hobby?" were unacceptable. Scores for total test 
and each separate exercise were recorded. 
A sample response sheet is included at this point 
for Ex ercise II, Fast Action Saves Timberland, with 
details for scoring. 
I. 
II. 
List here top ics for study which were suggested by 
the article. 
{1) How do you train to be a smoke jumper? 
(2) · Why does he send down a small parachute? 
( 3) Work of the Fire Guard on the Mounta i n. 
( 4) ',fue re does the jumper get his Emit? 
(5) \Vhat equipment does he have to fight fires? 
(e) 'Nhat does he have insi de his jacket? 
( ~ ) 'That would happen if he were hurt when he 
jumped? · 
(E) How does he get out of the tree? 
Ycu must have 
o ~· your class 
tliem here. 
thought of interesting thing s for you 
to d o as you read the article. L ist 
( ! ) (J) 
(l i ) 
If possible, visit a ranger station. 
Invite a ranger to talk to the clas s. 
Write a letter to a forest ranger and ask him 
how you can get to be one. 
See a movie about how to prevent forest fires. (lt) 
(1 :.5 ) Put out matches. 
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Write to a smoke jumper and ask about his suit. 
Make a parachute. 
Spend the night in the woods. 
Read other stories about forest rangers. 
Responses (2) and ( 6) could not be given a score 
becausE the questions were answered by the selection. 
Respon::e (8) could not be scored because it was partially 
answered by the selection. Respo nses (13), · (15), and (16) 
were t 1 o vague to be given a score. Responses (1), 
( 4) • d) , ( 9) • ( 10) , ( 11) • ( 12) , ( 14) • and ( 17) are 
( 3) t 
adequate responses, and each response is given a score of 
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one. ( n this exercise the student scored two for Q,uestions 
Asked, two for T op ics for Study, six for Suggested 
Activi ies, and a total score of ten for the exe-rcise. 
CHAPTER IV 
T HE Al~KLYSI S OF DATA 
An attempt was made in the study to construct a test 
in equjvalent forms to measure one aspect of elabora tive 
thinldr,g, the ability to suggest pertinent questions, 
top ics for study, and possible activities related to 
read inc . 
The data were analyzed to find: 
(l) the d iscriminating capa city of each ex erc.ise; 
{2 ) the mean of each ex ercise having sufficient 
discr iminating capa city; 
(3) the relationship between scores mad e on this 
test in grade six and those made in grad e seven; 
(4) the relationship bet ween scores made on this 
test in grade seven and those made in g rade 
eight; 
(5) the exercises which can be paired in the 
cons truction of alternate forms for the test; 
(6) the rel a tionship between reading ages and the 
scores made on this test; 
(7) the r elationship between mental ages and the 
scores made on this test. 
TARLH; l 
:D i d'l' .I:U Bli"'l' Idl'i {)J:!~ IN'f:lliL.LIG.J:~,;!rG.lli Q.UUTL.WN'fo UF 
253 EUEI~B IN GRAD~S SD~~ o~VillN, ~~EIGHT 
~~~;ade = === == : = == ===y ~ ~-. -·-... . . . . . . 6 . Grade 7 . Grade 8 . Total . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
25 
-
1 : --
--.-....-...---------
-. . : . . 
75 . 111 . 67 253 NumbeJ : . . : 
: . . . . . . 
; . . . . . 
Hange . 62-132 . 67-138 . 65-137 . 62-138 . . . . 
. 
: . . 
. . . . 
. .. . 
. . . 
Mean 98 .91 . 95.41 . 99.55 . 97.18 . . . . 
. : ; : . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
o. D. . 11 .4 : 11.8 . 14.70 . 14.91 . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
... "" .. =--~ 
--- --
I 
'!'able I shows the range ·or intelligence quotients 
of 25'? pupils in grades six, seven, and eight. The 
quoti j nts of 75 pupils in grade six range from 62 to 132 
with r mean quotient of 98.91 and a :::i. 11 . of 11. 4. The 
intelligence quotients of 111 pupils in grade seven rang e 
from ~ 7 to 138 with a mean quotient of 95.41 and a o. D. 
of 11 8. The intelligence quotients of 67 pupils in 
grade eight range from 65 to 137 with a. mean quotient of' 
99.65 and a o. v. of 14.70. The scores of the 253 pupils 
in grl des six, seven, and eight range from 62 to 138 with 
a. mea.h quotient of 97.18 and a o. D. of 14 .91. oixty-
eight per cent of the intelligence quotients lie between 
82 .27 and 97.18 
.. 
·-
TABLE II 
DI T !liBUTION OF IIJJ:NTA,L AGES OF 253 J?UPI LS 
SIX, SEVEl~, AJ.w EIGHT 
. . . 
' . 
Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8 
75 111 67 
Ran~ e 97-187 123-216 118-218 
147.27 156.9 168.4 
. ' 
. 
19.85 16.4 19.3 
I l'f GRADES 
Total 
253 
97.218 
. 165.4 
20.3 
Table II shows the range of mental ages of 253 
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pupils in grades six, seven, and eight. The mental ages of 
75 pupils in grade six rang e from 97 months to 187 months 
with a mean mental age of 147.27 months and a s. D. of 
19.85. The mental ages of 111 pupils in grade seven range 
from 123 months to 21 6 months with a mean range of 156.9 
months[ and a S. D . of 16.4. The mental ages of 67 pupils 
in gra e eight range from 118 months to 218 months with a 
mean ake of 168.LJ: months and a S . ]) .• of 19.3. The mental 
ages olf' the 253 pupils in grades six, seven, and eight range 
from 97 months to 218 months with a mean age of 165.4 
months and a s. D. of 20.3. Sixty-eight per cent of the 
mental ages lie between 145.1 and 185.7 months. 
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'l' AB:LJ!: lll 
DloT ·r BUT 1\.il\f t i]' llliiilliHG Al:T:biti vF 253 J:lU.t>IL o IN GRADES 
tiJX, Sli:VEN., AND .i!:IGHT 
. . . : . . . 
. Grade 6 . Grade 7 . Grade 8 . Total . . . . 
~ - . . : ..• , . . 
1~umbrr . . : . . . .  . 75 . lll : 67 . 253 . . 
HaJ 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
110-185 . 109-192 . 112-194 . 109-194 . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
, . . . 
, . . . 
: 141.75 . . 152.65 - 162.8 . 155.07 .li/l. ean . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
}J r . 20.45 : 17.9 
. 21.1 . 21.05 l:i. . . 
. . : . . . . 
-
Table iii shows the range of reading ages (in 
months iJ of 253 pupils in grades six, seven, and eight. 
The reading ages of 75 pupils in grade six range from 110 
to 185 with a mean age of 141.75 and a o. D. of 20.45. The 
readin~ ages of 111 pupils in grade seven range from 109 
to 192 with a mean age of 152.65 and as. D. of 17.9. The 
readin~ ages of pupils in grade eight range from 112 to 194 
with a mean age of 162.8 and a o. D. of 21.1. The reading 
ages of 253 pupils in grades six, seven, and eight range 
from 169 to 194 with a mean age of 155.07 and a s . D. of 
21.05. oixty-ei ght per cent of the reading ages lie 
betwee~ 134.02 months and 155.07 months. 
DIBTRIBUT I ON OF 'l'O'fA;L 'l'..i:!i l::iT ti CORllitl UF 253 1-'tJPI.lLS 
IN GRA.DES diX, tl.b;V_i!;N , AND l!:IGBT 
. . • : . . . 
. Grade 6 . Grade 7 . Grade 8 . Total . . . . 
. : . . . . . 
Numt 
. : . . . . . 
. 
'75 . 111 . 67 . 253 . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
Hange . 0-144 . 5-138 . 5-l 76 0-176 . . . . . 
. . : . . . . 
. 
= 
. . . . . 
Mean . 57.69 . 56.6 . 64.35 . 58.68 . . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
u. :u 32.76 . 42.63 . 36.3 . 36.45 i . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Table IV shows the range of total scores of 253 
pupils in grades six; seven, and eight . The scores of 
75 pupl ls in grade six range from 0 to 144 with a mean 
score Jf 57.69 and a d . D. of 32.76. The scores of 111 
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pupils in grade seven range from 5 to 138 with a mean score 
of 56.j and a~. D. of 42.63. The scores of 67 pupils in 
grade eight range from 5 to 179 with a mean score of 
64.35 ~nd a s. D. of 36.3. The scores of the 253 pupils 
in grapes six, seven, and eight range from 0 to 176 with 
a mean score of 58.68 and a s . D. of 36.45. Sixty-eight 
per cent of the scores lie between 22.23 and 95.13. 
Correlation of reading ages and test scores. By 
the use of the Pearson .I! ro duct Homent formula, the 
correl l tion between the read ing ages and the total test 
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scores was. computed and found to be • 4 36. The co r relation 
betweer the reading ages and the total test scores of the 
is low enough to indicate that combin r d group of pupils 
marked d egree other the wr 1t e r's test measures to a some 
featur3 than assimilative reading. 
TABLE V 
RW~T I OHSHIP BJ1T VlEEN TOTAJ.J TE ST SCOP..ES OF 75 PUPI L S IN 
GRADES SIX AND 111 1-"U:t.JI .LS IN GRAJ)ES SEV.[!;N 
Gr+~ . . . . : . . . . . . Number: Mean :s . D • SE : Diff. : SE :c. R • . . . : . m : Diff • : . . . 
. . . . : . . . . . . . . 
6 : 75 . 57.69:32.76: 3.78: 1. 09 : 5.54 . .,197 . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
. . : . . . . . . . . . . 
7 . 111 . 56.6 :42.63: 4.05: . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Table V shows the significance of the difference 
betweer. the total test scores of 75 pupils in grade six 
and 111 pupils in grade seven. The mean score of grade 
six is 57.69 and the S. D. is 32.76. The mean score of 
grade ~ even is 56.6 and the S,.D. is 42.63. The critical 
ratio f .197 in favor of grade six is not statistically 
signif i cant. For the purpose of this study a critical 
ratio cf 3."- is considered statistically si gnificant. 
Formula for finding critical ratio.1 
CR = Diffl\[ - M 
1 2 
SE 
DiffM _ M 
1 2 
1 William c. Kvaraceus, Methods in Educational 
Resear<h, Course Outline and Study Guide, Boston: Boston 
Univer j ity, 1948, p. 78. 
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RE.LA'I' I OHSHIP B:ET vVEEN TO'rAL TES'T SCORED. OF 111 PUPIW I N 
GRADES SEVEJ.'.T AND 67 PUPI LS IN GRADES EI GHT 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . . Gra de . Number . Mean . s. D. . SE : Diff. SE . . . . 
:Diff.: . . . m . 
. . . . 
CR 
: . . . . 
; 6.01 ; 1.29 7 . 111 . 56.6 . 4 2 .63 . 4. 05 . 7.75 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
. . . 
. . . . . : . 
8 . 67 6 4 .35 ; 36.3 
. . . 
. : 4.44 . . . 
' 
. 
' 
. . . . . 
T ~ble VI shows the significance of the d ifference 
betweer. the total test scores of 111 pupils in grades 
seven and 67 pupils in grades eight. The mean score of 
grade eleven is 56.6 and the s. n. is 42.63. The mean 
score cf grade ei ght is 64.35 and the S. D. is 36.3. The 
criticEl ratio of 1. 29 in favor of g rade eight is not 
statistically significant. 
Correl a tion of mental ages and test scores. By use 
of the ~earson Product Moment formula, the correlation 
betvvee1 the mental ages and the test scores was computed 
and de l ermined to be .25. The correlation of the mental 
ages a~d the total test scores of the writer's test 
measures to a significant degree some other factor than 
mental maturity. 
TARLE VII 
ITEM ANALYSIS 'rO JYETERl,UNE DI SCRI!VliNATING 
CAPACITY 0 1i' IDLU: RCISES 
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1 Means : s. D. Exer .ise :High Group: I.ow Group :High Group: :ww Group C.R. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
11.03 
. 10. 
. 10.5 
9.85 
8.5 
8.92 
10.1 
7.6 
9.35 
8.5 
£!. 28 
6.32 
: 3.07 
. 
. ' 
3.57 
2.39 
1.89 
1.85 
1.75 
1.60 
1. 21 
1.64 
1.82 
: 1.92 
1.25 
3.23 
3.05 
2.92 
2.49 
2.12 
2.69 
3.67 
3.0 
3.02 
3.13 
2.79 
: 2.93 : 9.?3 
: 1.96 : 9.32 
2.54 :10.81 
: 1.52 :12.63 
1.47 : 9.75 
1. 61 : l/:1:. 34 
1.47 :14.65 
1.41 : 8.64 
1.8 :10.12 
: 1.25 :12. 
1.63 : 8.24 
~ble VII shows the significance of the mean 
difference for each exercise between the scores obtained 
on the test by the upper 25 per cent of the seventh grade 
and thE scores obtained on the test by the lower 25 per cent 
of the group. a ll exercises differentiated significantly 
betwee1 the high and low achievers on the total test to be 
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considEred for alternate forma of the final test. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
g 
TABI£ VIII 
D:B.."'TERlJI I:NAT I ON :OF MEAN OF EACH EX.EHCISE 
Aritrnnetic 
Mean 
7.24 
8.13 
6.25 
5.29 
4.81 
LJ: • 93 
5.84 
4.22 
5.31 
4.95 
5.41 
Content of Exercise 
Social Studies 
Social Studies 
Social Studies 
Special Interests 
Special Interests 
Sp ecial Interests 
Health and Science 
Health and Science 
Literature 
Literature 
.Literature 
Science 
Table VIII shows the mooan of each exercise 
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computEd from General Purpose Table Number 2 {see Appendix 
B) of 1 he scores of seventh grade pupils, and the subject 
matter content for each exercise. 'l' he writer will attempt 
to pai ·exercises for alternate forms of a final test. 
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TABLE lX 
.il?REP AR.l\.T I ON OF 1:!: ~-/,UIVAL:U:Nl' FORMS 
·-- · lform A . Form B . 
--- ---Subject . Subject . 
Exerc ise Mean Matter . J£Xerci se Mean Matter . 
, 
. 
. 
4.81 S. I. F. : 6 4.93 S .I. ::&1 • 
. 
4.22 H. & s. . 7 5.84 H. & s. 1; . . . 5.41 Lit. . 9 5.31 I.i t • . 
. 
. 
Toll 
8.13 s. s. . 3 6.25 s. s • 
. 
22.57 . Total 22.33 . 
. 
'l'able IX. shows the manner in which the writer 
paired the exercises in the preparation of alternate forms 
for the final test. Ex ercises are paired so that each 
form c1ntains one exercise for each of the subject matter 
conten~ fields represented in the original testing material; 
special interests, health and science, literature, and 
social studies. The sum of the means for Form A is 22.57. 
The surr of the means for Form B is 22.33. The difference 
between the combined means for both forms is .24, which is 
not coil sid ered significant by the writer. 
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New outside covers ~ill be constructed for each 
form. Th e sample exercise and response sheet will be used 
for both forms. For the first exercise in each test a 
response .sheet will be constructed similar to the one 
following :Ex ercise I in the original test. (See Appendix 
c). 
I 
CHAPI'ER V 
SIDJThiARY AliD COlWJ ... U SIOHS 
Summa !:X 
Pur£ose of the study. The purpose of this is 
threef ~ ld: (1) to determine, through a review of research 
and li i erature, the importance of elaborative thinking 
and thl related higher processes to reading, (2) to 
constri ct a test in equivalent fonne to measure one aspect 
of elaj orative thinking, (3) to attempt to answer the 
follow;ng questions: 
(1) Is there a difference in this ability 
between grades? 
(2} To what extent do es intelligence influence 
scores made on this test? 
( 3) To what extent C. oes reading ability 
influence scores made on this test? 
(4) Is there sufficient discriminating capacity 
for each exercise? 
(5) Can exercises be paired to enable the 
preparation of two forms for the test? 
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Construction of the test. A test was constructed 
to measure the ability to suggest pertinent questions, 
topics for study, and possible reading. The test consisted 
of fou J teen exercises pertaining to social studies, health, 
science, literature, and special interest fields. 
Administration of the test. The test was first 
administered orally by having twenty pupils read each 
exercisle orally to determine interest appeal, read ability, 
and clarity of directions. Two exercises were eliminated 
because they lacked interest. The twelve remaining 
exerci~es were revised to remove any handicaps to 
readability. For validation purposes the test was 
administered to appro_ximately three hundred unselected 
si'xth, seventh, and eighth grade pupils in three Maine 
communities. 
Scoring and analysis of~· The tests were 
scored by the writer. Statistical data were compiled from 
the results of int e lligence, reading, and experimental 
I testin~ , and analyzed by the writer. 
Conclusio~ 
F rom an analysis of the results of the testing the 
follo w·ng tentative conclusions may be drawn: 
(1) The correlation between mental ages and total 
test scores of the 253 pupils in the combined 
group was • 25. 
( 2) The correlation between the reading ages and 
total test scores of the 253 pupils in the 
combined group was .436. 
(3) No statistically significant difference was 
found in the ability to do one aspect of 
elaborative thinking between 75 pupils in 
g rade six and 111 pupils in grade seven. The 
critical ratio between g rades 8ix and seven is 
.197 in favor of grade six. 
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(4) No significant d ifference was found in the 
ability to d o one a spect o f elabo r a tive thinking 
between 111 pupils in grade seven and 67 pupils 
in grade eight. The critical ratio between 
grades seven and ei ght is 1.29 in favor of 
grade e i ght. 
(5) The item analysis revealed that all exercises 
had significant discriminating capacity between 
hi gh and low achievers to make it possible to 
include them in the final for.m of the teet. 
(6) It was possible from a selection of exercises 
to construct two alternate fonfls for the final 
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test with all subject matter areas included • 
.Limitations of the Study 
The follo wing limit atione of the study are noted: 
(1) The test constructed in this study attempted to 
measure only one aspect of elaborative thinking. 
(2) Due to absences the test was administered to 
only · 253 pupils. A wider sampling of school 
population is to be d esired. 
(3) One of the handicaps in measuring any of the 
higher mental processes is the lack of 
clarification of psychological phenomena which 
4.,. ~ to be measured. 
(4) Any test of this kind does not take into account 
the emo tions, attitudes, and special 
inclinations of the pupil being tested. 
(5) Because of language handicaps some students 
possibly were unable to convey the product of 
their thinking to the paper. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
Areas for further study include: 
(1) The construction of a series of teaching lessons 
d eei gned to improve the pupil's skill in this 
one aspect of elaborative thinking. 
t 2) The construction of tests to measure other 
i mportant aspects of elaborative thinking. 
(3) The construction of a test of elaborative 
thinking at lower grade levels. 
(4) A study of sex differences in the ability 
to do elaborative thinking while reading. 
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APPEliD IX A 
Directions for Admini~tering Test 
General Directions to Teachers: 
4? 
1. This test has twelve selections. These selections 
should stimulate elaborative thinking on the part_. 
of the students. The specific element of 
elaborative thinking to be measured by these 
selections is the ability to think of possible 
related activities, topics and questions. 
2. The test is not intended to be a measure of 
knowledge or specific subject matter. It is not 
a test of general reading ability. 
3. The test will not be speeded. When app roximately 
eighty per cent of the students have finished, the 
entire class will turn to the next selection. 
4. The test should be d ivided into four parts, with 
one part given each day for four days. If 
adequate rest periods are provided the entire test 
can be g iven on the same day. 
5. P lease record time needed for the administering 
of the test. 
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Specific Directions: 
To administer the test, begin by saying, 
"Today we are going to take a test to see how alert 
your mind is when you read. I shall pass out the test 
booklets. n 
Vlhen the booklets are distributed, say, 
11Fill in the blanks on the front page of the 
booklet. 11 
Yfuen the blanks have been filled, say, 
"Turn to page 2. This is a sample page. I will 
read it to you. 11 
When you have read the sample exercise, ask the 
children to turn to page 3. Read and discuss the suggested 
responses on this page. Ask the children for additional 
responses. Encourage questions about the material. 
When the children understand the nature of the test, 
say to them, 
"No questions will be answered while you work on 
the rest of the test. Turn to page 4. You may read 
the exercise over if you need to at any time. You 
may begin." 
Move around the room quietly to make sure each child 
does not leave out any questions. It is important that 
each child try each selection. 
• 
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TESI' IN EJ..ABORATIVE THINKING 
Gro.Ces 6 - 7 - 8 
Mary T. Hayes 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Name 
J.a~t name 
sa.~ Grade 
boy or g irl 
Ac; o .)4'1 last bi r·~hC.ay ----
years 
Town or City 
School 
first name 
Date 
Nwnber of l~ionths 
since la:;;t birtl1Lay 
Teacher--------------------------------------------------------
----- --------- --... -- ------- -- --.,. -- '"' -- -- ~ --· --------- ---- -- ----- ·~ 
Score 
~uestione to Ask-------------
Topics far Stucy ------------
Sub;ested Activities 
Total Sc ;} re 
--------------~~-------------------------------------~-------
.-
On the 
-2 .. 
Sample Exercise 
This exercise is done for you. It shows you how 
to do Exercises 1 - 12 
FINDING J~CTIVITI~S AND TOPICS FOR FURTHER srUDY 
If you are a good thi~ker, every story or 
article you read suggests questions you want 
answered, to pics you would like to study - and 
ar.tivitias to do. 
Ae yo•J. read the following ~article, think of 
questions you would like to ask, topics you would 
like to study and activitiGs to carry out alone or 
with your class. 
SH0RTAGE OF W_\TER CREATES NA'£ IONAL PROB.LEM 
The shortage of water in Now York City has 
r •~ -ceived a great deal of publicity in newspapers and 
on the radio. Both private homes and industries 
·:: c) operated in conserving thi e important resource. 
People took fewer haths, washad their dish~ s once 
a day - and men even went without shaving once a 
waok. This silortagc is only temporary, and many 
cities arc fac ed with similar short t0r~ problems. 
California and the Southwost states have a much 
:::r.orc. eertous problem bec u.u se i ~: see:.:J.s to be a 
p ::r·n:a.n;r..t one, with no real cu:re in sight. These 
stat e ~ hav n boen growing r~pidly. lncrebcing 
population and the creat ion of ncvr industries m~kc 
g r oatc r dcJ11ands on th e watC;r su:tJply. '.L ho :noet 
important factor is tt . ~ n ncd to .irrigate dry ~~ 
f ,ntilo fa J:'ml c:mC.. Thes o st.a.t_;e aro novv u ::.; ing "!'ore 
wat cr than nature can gi v c 0~.ck . l\ri zona f :1. r 1·:.::r s 
may havo to s "~op planting a part of th (~ ir irrigat nd 
farmland. Parts of California may havJ to .stop 
g1ov; ing if tho water supply cannot keep pace w.;_ th 
thu noods of the growing population. 
The problem of water ehor··~agGe is a national 
problem, and ,.mgincurs say that rrany things can be 
dono to help the problem, such P S~ 
1~ Industrias should not be started up where 
thGrG is a eh0rtago of water. 
2. 1Ve :=houlc stop dumping e cwa &:;c. bnc fa c: to:ry 
waste into rivers. 
3. Wo eho~lc bt.;.ild mor G dams and reservoirs. 
Two Departments of the United States Government -
the Furust 3crv:co of tho TJnitac. States D0partmcnt of 
.A.>s :.:iculturc, anc DcpartmE:nJ.:; of 5-ecl.amation, of tho 
U!li teu States DGpartmcmt of the Int urior, will sund 
f:.L·eu mat6rials to people who are interest od in 
knowing how the supply of water can bo conscr?cd. 
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next Ea~o arc topics~ auo~tionstand activities which might 
navv been suggt;s"teu ny ~.~:no ar tela. 
- - -----
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I. List all the questions or topics suggested 
to you by this story. 
1. Is it possible that the supply of rain 
will continuo to be less each year 
until parts of th~ country become 
d eserts? 
2. How do forests help the supply of water? 
3. Vlays to stop waste of water 
4. ~iso u~e of water 
II. ¥a.k:9 . ~ i tst o:f .:Pc:;eoncd ~r t:lae~ aeti:vi.ti c~ 
sugg~~t ed by the article. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
. .,. 
Write to government 
more information on 
watur conservation. 
department~ for 
the problem of 
Make a diagram showing the water cycle 
- ocean - clouds - rain - streams -
lakes - streams - rivers - ocean again. 
Make a large wall drawing showing how 
water is used at home, in the city, and 
on the far.m, such ' as cleaning streets, 
putting out fires, etc. 
Make a chart showing hoW people store 
water, such as cisterns, wells, 
r es ervoirs, dams, ate. 
Make a mural showing the importance 6f 
wat er to·rccreation, such as skating, 
swimming, sailing, etc. 
Di~::cues ways in which ·mnn control~ 
cone ervation of water on the f u rm, in 
the city, and by the government. 
Organize committees to consid er ways in 
which the school can help. 
a. Give short t a lks in tho other 
classrooms. 
b. Ma kt: elogans to plac e in tho school. 
c. Broadcast a short program a sking 
other citi zens to help sav e wat er. 
Construct a miniature dam and r eservoir. 
Sec a motion picture about wat e r - and 
ite import anc e a s a r esourc e . 
Ro ad in class po ems about resourc es 
which we must prot ect. 
Mak e cartoons showing what not to do in 
the usc of wat er at home. ---
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12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Make a vocabulary pe rtin ent to this study. 
Visit the source of the local water supply. 
Find out facts of water supply's decrease. 
Read the conservation pledge to the group. 
Us c magazines to got information on 
country's decreasing water supply, 
16 . Mak e up a play in which facte found out 
about local water supplies will be presented 
in an interesting manner to parents • 
.- ,,-;·nn Unht-...>"'!'ity 
Scft~.}l ot Ezlucaiio."\ 
l..~.)n:trV .----· 
Part I. Exercise I 
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Directions: As you read this article, it ought to 
suggest topics for study and possible 
activities rolatad to special festivals. 
SPECIAL FESTIVALS IN TJm UNITED STATES 
Ivlany towns and cities acrose the United States 
have special holidays of local interost. Some 
cities have used these festival days to advertise 
the desirability of establishing residence in their 
community.' 'Vintcr carni vale aru held in various 
localities, as well as festival days planned around 
the seasonal blooming of flowers. The "Apple 
Blossom Feeti val", in Ylanatchee, Was:Y1ington, and the 
11 Roso Festival", in Portland, Oregon, are two of the 
latter type. Some of these local celebrations are 
held in honor of a special product raised in or 
ncar the community; The "Cotton Carnival'', in 
Memphis, Tennessee, and tho "Potato Festival", in 
Maine arc examples of this type. 
Certain people from other countries have 
brought Old World customs to this country, and 
special celebrations are held in communities to 
commemorate thee e ' customs. "Tulip Time 11 , in 
Holland, Michigan, and- the "l•iiardi Gras", arc 
illustrations of this type of festivity, In St. Louis 
County, Minnesota, the people have revived the 
customs of their ancestors' homeland by holding a 
Swedish festival. 
Other festival days celebrate the history of 
the community. During the 11 0ld Spanish ' Days ;' fiesta 
tho people of Santa Barbara, California, sing the 
songs, dance tho dances - and r ead the poetry of the 
rancheros Who built their community. People in 
Allenstown, Ponnsylvanin, . put on n fostival to bring 
back thu music and art of the Dutch who settled 
thuro. 14 Fronticr Days" ie a eimilar holiday in 
Chc.yonne, '.Vyoming. 
The Chamber of Con~Grcc in communities where 
sPGCial events ar8 held, as well as certain bus and 
railroad companies are n.lwnys glad to circulate 
information about these special festivities in our 
country. 
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I. Did this article give you ideas for r elated 
topics to study? List them here. 
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II. 1.Vhat are some of the activities suggested to 
you by this article? List them under the 
follo wing headings: 
1. Activities that Help to Find Out 
2. Social Activiti es ( doing something to h elp ) 
3, Appreciative Activities {music, art, etc.) 
4. Reporting Activiti es (Reports, graphs, 
exhibits, ct c. ) 
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Exe;rci se l I 
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Directions: As you read this article, it should 
suggest questions or topics for study 
or activities related to it. 
FA&T ACTION SAVES TIMBERLAND 
The smoke jumper has one of the most ex citing 
jobs of all the interesting types of work which 
forest rangers do in guarding our national forests. 
It is exciting - and very important work because 
his fast action saves acres of timberland. 
' The fire guard, in his lookout on the mountain 
top, sends the warning of fire to the landing field 
which is maintained by the National Forest· Service. 
While the pilot war.ms up the plane's motor, the 
smoke jumper puts on a special suit which· is padded 
with felt material, and adjusts the harness of his 
parachute. Then he puts on his helmet with the 
steel mesh wire apparatus to cover his face. Soon 
the plane is flying high over the forest area. The. 
pilot sends out a small test parachute to estimate 
the wind drift. 
When the pilot thinks they have the correct 
location, he gives the signal, and the ranger jumps. 
Sometimes he lands in a tree, but he has a rop e in 
the pocket of his trous ers to help him to descend to 
the ground in case this happens. 
Another small parachute comes down, bringing 
his fire-fighting tools, emergency food rations, a 
cant~cn of water and a first aid kit. Inside his 
jacket h e has a two-way radio set, He is all 
equipped for action. · 
In a matter of hours the ranget has the fire 
out by shoveling dirt on the flames, and cutting 
th0 brush from the edge of the fir e . Then, be cause 
h u is usually too tired to mak e his way back to the 
ranger station, h e will sp end the night in the 
forest he has helped save by his fast action. 
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I. _""S,ist horo topics for study which were suggested 
to you by the article. 
II. You must have thoug~ of intGresting activities 
for you or your class to do as you read the 
article. List them hare. 
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E:zerciee III 
Directions: This article ought to sngga et topic::: 
you would like to study, and activities 
t o do that arc r c lat~ t to it. 
IN_::.AliD WATER':VAYS CAP.RY FR.;:;;IGHl' 
Because railroad::: carry most of our ftoight, 
and p lanes and trucks are bu::3ier t?1.an over, we' arc 
apt to forgG t tha t tho inlard waterways. lakes, 
ri ve:rs and man--:madc canals carry more freight now 
than thay did ten years agoo 
lvio et important are the Great Lakes, where 
spe ci a lly designed ships carry fr 0ight over tho 
large st inland highway for shi pping in the world. 
Much of tho frei ght carried on the Groat J:.akes is 
iron ore from the hleeabic Range in Minnesota. 
Railroad ca rs bring the ore from thG range to the 
l ake ports.· At somo docks spuc ial machinery lifts 
up tho cars, turns thorn upside down in the air as 
tho iron ore pours into t he frci ght8rs. 
Some of tho oro is ca rried down I.ako 
Michigan to Gary and Chicago. Some is carried 
through Lak8 Huron to Cl eveland and Toledo on 
I ... akG Eric. Those cities ha V•J grown to be induetrial 
citi os with hugu st oo l mills because of their 
loc a tion on the ri V6r hi ghway . Shipping by boat 
coste on0 third less than shi pp ing by railroad. 
The interesting pa rt about the river is 'that 
Naturo made it for :::hipping. Only two canals had 
to b(.:; built by'man. One ie bGtW<Jt.: n I....akc f:iup~Jrior 
and ::ak c Huron, and tho other is bctw..:;c·n Lake Eri c 
and Lake Ontario. At thes e places canals and 
locks had to b~ built eo that ships could gut 
around th0 f a lls. 
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I. List topics for study suggested to you by this 
article. 
II. _i_. ist activities which you or your clase might 
enjoy which wero sugg ested to you by this 
article~ Try to think of many different kinds. 
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Exercise IV 
Directions: AE you r ead th i s story, think of 
top ics to study or activities which 
a rc suggested by it. 
LEISURE TI~ffi ACTIVITIES 
-10-
Ken walked slowly up the school st ep s and down 
the corridor to Room SA. An unusual amount of 
activity wae ln progress a s he entered, for this was 
the day the etud onts were to displo.y thuir hobbies. 
Jo Black's rea l modern railroad was tho center of 
a tt ention. 
Henry showed · his articl 8E carved from wood. 
Be side these articles he placed books on wood carving. 
Henry d ivid~d hie l e isure timo between wood carving 
and r eading book;: and magazines to find new ideas on 
hie hobby . Mary brought her dolls dressed in coE::twnos 
of countries around the globe, and Sarah May proudly 
d iEplo.yed her lace tablecloth. Miss Knight had a 
collection of J_lophan ts..Jo Ann set up her collection 
of t eddy boars, thirty two of them; beside Ann's 
t vvolve china monlceys. Stamp a l bums, shell 
c ollections - and a scrap book of cartoons were ad d ed 
to thG dis play. 
The child r en explained their hobbi es, and told 
a bout f utur o plans for more hobbies. One boy had' 
three hoobies, fishing for the outdoors in sumn1cr, 
enow sculpture for th e outcoore in winter, and soap 
ca rving for indo or fun~ On G boy had only a not ebook 
to show for hi s hobby. He waE keeping record e of 
wild o.nimale o.nd the ir hab its. This meant hours of 
v7at ching carefully - ::md writing dovvn what he· saw. 
Ken waited until the other students ho.d gone 
home bef or e he app ro :::tchad Mise Knight. 11 I o.m sorry", 
he ap olo giz ed , 11 I ::un e..fra ic I d idn't contribute to 
th-:. lc:mguagG cla ss this aft c; rnoon. 11 
"Don't wo rry a bout it, Kcn 11 , Mise Knight anevvercd 
r eassuringly, "It wo.en't an o.ss ignmt::nt you know. It 
wae just a n invita tion. It would be pretty silly 
to make nn o.s:::ignment a bout hobbi e s. A hobby is not 
some thing you d o b0caus o it is r equired. A hobby 
must be eomc:thing tho.t you do that ic ;fun for you, 11 
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I. List topics for study which aro rola tod to 
tho story. 
II. List poss ibl e act ivitioe suggested by the 
story. 
-11-
Part II Exercise V 
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' Directions: This selection should suggest topics to 
study or possibl e activities for the 
class. 
SOUNDS TJLI\.T E:ITERTAilif 
Somcti es a scene in a radio serial story will 
call for co parativcly few spoken lines by the 
a ctor, y et ~he story depicts fast action and drama. 
This action is produced by the sound effect man, 
Horses ga ll p for us as he beats his chest with his 
pa lms in a fYtmn suggesting a gallop. If a ma n in 
the story ir supposed to be walking in mud, the 
sound eff ecys man might slap soma half-cooked 
spaghetti i ~ his hands. I~ your favorite my~t e ry 
story nccdea to have a man talking in a cave, the 
person who 1 as sp c.: aking his 1 inc s might. t a lk into 
a largo dri king glass h eld close to the microphone. 
He h a s many devices for producing machru1ica l sounds. 
Bird seed poured on pap er make s tho sound of r a in, 
while a pie~e of cellophane, crinkl ed botwe.on. the 
hands cl os e j to the mike, is a pretty good imita tion 
of a crackl ~·ng fire. A small paddle wh eel is 
turned in a pail of wat er to make the sound of waves 
l apping on' he beach. A door is s e t in a frame in 
the studio, ]' and is use:d for c: pisod e s tha t call for 
thG bang ing shutting, or creaking of a door. 
But m st of the sound s h e ne eds for a f ast 
movin g p l a y a r e r e corded or 11 ca nned 11 on records. 
He has a sp cia l phonograph with ma ny r evolving 
turnt abl os. He ha s to be const antly on the a l ert 
f or cues fr m th~ actor s , and he plays pa rts of one 
r ecord aft oJ another to produce the ti e cossary effects. 
"Them thG co ,v crso.tion is long enough, he changes 
t he r ocorde for th u ones ho will need next. Hie job 
i s ccrt a inl not a monotonous one, a nd r adio plnys 
would bu pr tty dull without his help. 
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I. £iet hpro topics for study or questions to 
ask wh"ch wcro suggested to you by the 
articl ~ . 
II. You mu t have thought of interesting 
activi ies for you or your claee to do as 
you r e_d thie article. List them here. 
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Exorcise VI 
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Directions: I hope this short story will suggest 
somo ideas you can usc in your own 
life. 
HOBBIES ARE FUN 
Robert Markham was a picture of dejection as 
she looked ~hrough'thc window at the teeming rain. 
'ii hate So,tJrcays 11 , she muttered to herself, "I 
guess I'll ~all.up Grace ~nd ask her to come ov~r." 
;'I'm s~rry, Roberta", Gracio's voice anewarcd 
over the wi!e, "but I just can't lea.ve what I'm 
doing now. I am making stage properties for 
Howard's pu pot show. He has finished his puppets 
for Sadko, he old Russian fairy talc, and I am 
·working . on coral palace for the Czar of the sea. 11 
Roberti found all her friends working on their 
special hob ies. Carole was pasting pictures in 
her scrapbo k of famous dancers. Diane was working 
on h0r mini , ture doll furniture. :Margaret wae · 
reading a b~ok on making unusual types of bedspreads, 
hoping to f'nd ~new idea to try. Sally was poring 
over seed c~talogues, and planning her flower garden 
for tho· spr·ng. "No ~ense in calling Jenn 11 , tpought 
Roberta, 11 e e will be working on her papicr-mache 
lik enueses f historical figures." 
Robert 'e mother eat do wn by· a fr A.me, and began 
vvork on her hook ed rug. "Mothc=:r 11 , said Roberta, as 
sho put the telephone back in the cradle. 11 I seem 
to be the 01 ly one who is bored on this rainy 
Saturday. ~ lli~t is the matter with me? I could novor 
make cor~l 'alaces for a soaking or miniature 
furniture. I rum not interested in making bedspreads 
nor plantin petunias. Am I queer?" 
Hlifo, R berta11 , answered Moth0r, "I think you 
juEt havc::n' found an intorc.sting hobby. 'Vhy don't 
y Ju get eomi books from tho library, and pGrhape you 
will find a idea that appeals to you?" 
liThat tJminds me", said Rob urta, 11 our echool 
magazine had an·addrese to write to for infonnation 
on hobbies. Oh, here it is, - 6ffice of Education, 
Vocational ivieion, Washington, D.C. Guces I will 
write and so what this material has to offer me." 
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I. 
II. 
This ctory must have ma de you want to ask 
questions. L ist the questions hGrc. 
-15-
'Vha t pe rs on a l or classroom a ctivities di d the 
story suggest to y ou? L i e t them here, 
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Exercise VII 
Directions: As you read th i.s C.iecuseion, thinl<: 
of topics for study or activities 
thGt are su gge sted to you by the 
eto ry. 
PROTECTING THE PUBLIC 
Schoo l wae over for tho day, a.nd Mary Ellen 
and the crowd docidod to go to their favorite 
ice cream store for a soda. Thoy were surprised 
to find it locked, eo they asked their friend Mac 
the reason. Thq policeman told them the store 
had bean closed by the city health officers because 
the owner was not following the city health rules 
for eani tat ion. 
11])o(::::n 't Ivir. Green own the building in which 
thC; storo is 1ocatcd? 11 asked Tim~ "I don't see 
haw any ono can force you to close a store if you 
ovm the property and c:: v Grything in the store. 11 
11 It has b e (jn cl rJsed for your own protection, 
young man", a nswered Mac. "Hr. GrEJ cn was not ueing 
thG propGr me thode far washing hie dishes. He was 
carclcEs a bout places for etoring food, and thorc 
were no adequate rost rooms for the waitrcesos. 
Dirt spr eads gcnns, and gGrms spread disease~ If you 
had continued t o drink ice: cream sodas there, you 
might hav e become ill. Hi::: lic e nse has bc;on revoked 
until ho~ ak c s ~t ep s to correct conditione." 
11 7:. icensc 11 , said Joan, ui C.idn' t know you had to 
have a license to sell ice cream." 
1
'Come to think of it, I re:membf.;r a frnmed 
c ertificate h'J,nging in the bonuty parlor where I had 
my h a ir waehed 11 , said Louiec. 
11 Thero::: is one in th v barber ehop 11 , eaid Dick. 
11 1 euppo:=e that ie a license, too". 
Ivia.c laughed, ~~":{ cJ U might be eurpri e cd how many 
of thoeu framed certificates could bo f ound in 
y tmr city. Som· of yc>Ur public eorvante may not 
have to frame tnGm, but most of them do have 
liccne G:= . 11 
''Come .) n, gang 11 ,'cn.llcd Ted. "Le t's explore 
thu bueinoe: e dietrict, a nd soc what we can uncover. 11 
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I. Did this article Euggost topics you would 
liku t~ study? List them h e ro. 
II. Did you think of activities for you or your 
class as y ou re ad this article? Liet th em h c rG. 
65 
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Exo rei s o VI II 
Dire ctions: Ae yo u r c;ad thi:: etory you may think 
of qu oe ti one y ou would like to a sk. 
HAPPY FL:C.GI NGS ARE HIPORTAlfr FOR GOOD HEALTH 
The ::c v ~nth grade cla ee at Lmc r eon School we ro 
eumma ri z ing the i r work in h enlth for tht.: y ear. One 
c ommitt ee wa e mak ing a big h ealth scra pbo ok, a nother 
·wa s ma king post e rs for the bullGtin bo a rd in tho 
h a ll, and a third co nunitt oe wa s working on a fri e ze 
in thu ba ck of the r ~ om. 
Th0 scho ol nurs e came in for a vieit. Sh e 
l uoke d at t ho posters. 11 That'e a goo d p icture , Jo a n. 
'r h c r <.; i e pl enty of a cti on on tha t p layground. 11 Aft e r 
s h e had l ook ed a t them all, eha s a id, 11 There is ono 
miesing . Do y ou kno w which one I moan?" 
11 Happy F c: olingsil, s a i d Tom. " :Cmotions a ff e ct 
ev e rything we do. Y!hon W<J arc h a p py our f ood di goets 
b ett e r. It i s ea sier for the body t o get rid of 
was t o ma tter." 
11Yo u sl e ep bettor, t oo", said the nurse~ "Your 
p Cl eturo is bett er b <:. c au s c so oft on the way you f e el 
'lf fe ct s the way y Ju sit ·::> r walk." 
';I kn ow a ll thaV', s a i d J o e~ 11 So wh a t a r c wo 
g o ing t :J do ab out it? Aft e r e.ll, we ca n't h e lp 
f oo ling unhs.ppy a t time ~. 'Ve h av u thing s to ·wo rry 
a bout, UBJlc ci a lly exams, .Life is lik C:: tho.t. Pc 8plc 
a r c u nkind t o u e . Our p l J.ns a rc spo iled. '7o ge t 
~ i Eapp o intcd a b out things _ Nobody c a n b e happ y a ll 
t h e tims . \.Vhy p r a t cnd we c a n? 11 
"Tho.t' :: true , sa i <.~ the schoo 1 nurs o, but the r e 
a r c thinge y ou ca n do t o r e li ev e y our f ee ling s. 
1
.Vhy don 't y ou do a littl e r csc;arch on th e qu e Eti on? 
.L <~ t m~..; l~now vvh a t y ou finc1. out." 
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I. ~ist topics for study or quc Etione to a~k 
which th0 story euggoetud. 
II. .!J iet activ itios '>vhich arc related to the 
stpry 
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Part III :Gxc;rcise IX 
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Directions: Ae you r ;;ac: this book ruview, think 
of questions you waul~ like to ask 
or activ itics vvhich the story might 
suggest~. 
Forbes, listher, Johnny Tremain 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 
This book is historical fiction about an 
Qppruntico to a silversmith. He lived in the 
caye of th0 American Revolution, e..nd his maeter 
VJns almost ae go ·~)(:). as Paul Rev ere. 
Johnny is a very competent apprGnticc, but 
he know s h.:. ie ·pretty good. He is runbiti ·.:ms for 
hie ann future, and not too friendly towards his 
fellow work~rs. One day, when he hae unusual 
succoe s with a design ht.: had planned, the other 
ctpDrt:mticGe play a joke on Johnny. The· jol-cc has 
disastrous results. His design is lost, and his 
hand ie so badly burned that h e can no longer 
C:.o thG work he loves, and which ht: has learned to 
co s o well. He is very bitter, and vows he will 
get his rL;v0nge. 
Ho v'\lt:; ve;r, he anc.' his friLnd Rnb meet John 
Hancock, Paul Revere, and Samuel Adams. Their 
own private troubles do not seem as important as 
tho prcparat ions for th e: Revolutionar y 1Var taking 
place around Boston. 
ThG boys grow up quickly. Johnny gets well, 
and gcte a job oaring for horses. He is very fond 
of his friend, Rab, even when they quarrel, and he 
suffers de eply wh·Jn Rab dies in the first battle of 
.; the Revolution. 
T hi e bo ) k g i v e s a v c ry aut h on t i c , but 
convincing picture of this perioc in history. Miss 
Forbus sp~nt a long time finding out about the 
period bcforG she wrote the book.' She makes the 
Brit i eh, ae W(J ll as tho A..rrwri cans, s oar.a v cry real 
to the roo.d cr. Many details of s v e ryc~ay lifo of 
people on both sides are given. 
Children of twelvo or fourte en yuars ol~ would 
.:.; njoy this book, but nc'cults VJould fine: it int e resting, 
too. 
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I. List h er e the qu e etions you would like 
n.nsw cr ed q.ft e r r co.C:. ing th e book r ev i ow. 
II. _'_, ist cla sEr ···om a ctiviti c: s sugge ste d by tho 
b8ok r t.; view. 
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ExcrcieG X 
Directions: As you road thie book review, you 
may think of quoetione you would 
like to ask, or activitio~ which 
would be related to the ~tory. 
-22-
James, Will, Smoky, 192?. Charles Scribner's 
This book is written and illustrated by a 
cowboy, eo it is written in cowboy lingo. Some 
of tho words arc strictly "horsy" words. It may 
bring tears to tho eyes of the reader at times, but 
it ie a convincing story. 
Smoky is a little colt on the range. He puts · 
up a fight when he ie broken, but the cowboy, Clint, 
finally is able to break and train him- He gate 
quito a reputation on the range, and'is Clint's 
special pride. Then Smoky is stolen, and treated 
cruelly. He is overworked and uncared for, and 
hurt by an ignorant rider. Clint finds hie horse, 
and t'akee him back to the range, but Smoky does not 
recognize hie master at first. After a while, he 
nickers a greeting, and Clint knows he remembers 
him at last, 
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I. Thie book r oview muet h av o eug ge et e d topice 
y ou would like t o etudy, LiEt th em he r o. 
II. 1 '~lhat a r c eome: of the a ctiviti c e which the 
b ook r c; vi GvJ Eugg eete t o you? L i e t thmn h e re. 
'?1 
Exercise XI 
Directions: Ae Y 'J U rcac this book review, you 
may think of questions ypu would 
like to ask ~r activities which 
waul~ be rclaLed to the story. 
A Book Review 
-24-
'YildLr, }=.aura Ingalls, Little House in !h.£. Big 
'Vo ode 
This ie the fir~t of eight books, written by 
Laura Ingetlle '7ilc.or, which giv.s the ruaC.cr a picture 
of a pioneer family and their experiences in 
settling the Midwest. 
In thie book the Inga lls family are living in 
a lo g cabin in tho 'Yieconein wood e. The r ~ are five ' 
g irls in the frunily. Ma Ing:J.lls ie a wonderful cook, 
an~ concoctE wond8rful meals with a limited amount 
of groc crL os . You can almost emcll her bread baking 
ae you road, just as you can hear Fa's gay sonGs' 
and fiddle music. Theeo pGoplo havo miefortunee, 
and lifcs is a hard etruggl8 at timce. Blizza rcle 
h owl, crepe fail, and the wind sounds lonely in the 
Big '7oods, but the: re is lov e and security in tho 
littl e cabin. 
The Ingalls family dof;e not stay in Wisconsin., 
They move on, and tho girls grow up, but that happens 
in other books by the same author. 
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1. L ist here the: qu \:: stione you would like 
anew~ red aft~r read ing tho book review. 
-25-
II. '.Vhat cl a ssroom or in6 ivic:ua l o.. ctivitiu: c~ id 
t he boo k r aview sugg ue t t o you? List them he re. 
73 
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Ex orci se XII 
Directions: As you read this a rticle, think of 
t op ics for study and activities for 
y ou to co which a r c sugge sted by it. 
PI.ASTICS 
Plastics have b~comc so much a part of daily 
living, that we seldom ask what·thcy a r c . Scic.;ntiets 
t ake coal, air, water, skim milk, and othur kinde o f 
mat ~ ri als· from tho earth, treat them with chcmic nle, 
heat them, and they a re changed into cloth, dyes , o r 
substances resembling wood, glaes, or metal. 
Bakelite has b e come a household word, It has 
gr cG t strength and ha rdnes s, a nd rosiets heat, water 
and acids, ancl ie us ed f o r t e lephone equipment anc: 
aut omobile parts. To make this plastic sci entists 
t o0k coal and wood. 
Beads; buckles and buttone ar o made from milk, 
r enne t ac id and alum. 
Nylo n is m<J.c~ c from c.Jal wa t e r, a ir, pE: tr c.J l oum 
an d. n c~t ura l ga s~ .h.ft 0r going through e ev cr iJ.l 
pr0 ccesee it coma s out aE a liquid. This liquid is 
pumped through 2. ecivo . As it goes throue;h the hole 
in th e: soiv e it hn. r c'.ene into n. thr ead . Those thr ~,;ac_::: 
ar ~ woven 'int o cloth fr om which etoc king s, c r esses , 
undC:: r ',-,rcar, ncckti os ancl. ra inc o r~ts n.rc rnndu. 
Plaetics a re r c; plac ing met a l:= anc othcr'r::m 
materials in our modern lifo. In some cases , plastice 
have bc ·_:n bloncl.cC:. vvith 10thc;; r mC~.tcrin.le t o make better 
pro cucts. It ie coubtful if plastice will (; Ve r 'rifholl:y 
r cplacc mC; t a le anc othe;r o rc~ inary matGriale .. 
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I. Liet here topics fur furthGr Etudy suggcEted 
by the a rticl u . 
I I. J-_J i e t h t.; r u p o e e i b l e a ct i v it i e e r e 12. t o (~ t o the 
::t.rticlo. 
75 
A.PPENDJX B 
77 
Ap p end i x B 
GENEl~~ PURPOSE TABJ~ NO. I 
Pupil I ntel l igence laental Read ing Test Scores 
No. I. Q, . Age Ag e {Expe r imental) 
Grade Six 
1 132 185 175 95 
2 132 184 179 73 
3 127 181 1 72 70 
4 127 185 178 79 
5 1 26 189 114 
6 124 187 160 56 
7 1 20 175 160 43 
8 118 165 167 64 
9 117 187 176 106 
10 115 167 172 117 
11 115 164 143 31 
12 112 167 179 70 
13 112 161 164 89 
14 112 172 118 . 26 
15 111 l58 181 61 
16 110 159 167 
17 109 164 151 85 
18. 109 159 155 78 
-
78 
GENEHAL JPURlPOSE T Am.E NO. I (continued) 
Pupil Intelligence Mental Reading Test Scores 
No. I. Q. A~e Ase ~ Ex;eerimenta1) 
Grade Six 
19 108 154 161 79 
20 107 155 166 40 
21 107 153 152 
22 107 161 163 66 
23 107 159 142 75 
24 107 151 145 73 
25 107 163 178 89 
26 106 158 154 97 
27 106 151 157 61 
28 . 106 147 137 36 
29 105 157 144 
30 105 160 148 56 
31 105 157 132 33 
32 104 150 127 75 
33 104 144 145 46 
34 104 152 140 101 
35 102 147 142 161 
36 102 135 121 89 
37 101 149 142 40 
38 101 151 149 89 
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GENERAL J?URJ?(DSE T ABI.E lifO. I (continued) 
1'up1l Intell1gence Ni.ental Read1.ng '1' est Scores 
No. I • Q,. Age Age (Experimental) 
Grade Six 
39 101 145 142 
40 100 145 186 69 
41 100 151 145 116 
42 100 149 127 44 
43 99 140 169 101 
44 98 137 120 26 
45 98 147 158 114 
46 98 160 150 41 
47 96 :}.45 142 
48 96 134 112 14 
49 95 143 127 36 
50 95 135 121 56 
51 94 147 132 21 
52 94 134 127 28 
53 94 155 145 29 
54 94 133 113 22 
55 94 133 119 28 
56 94 141 136 58 
57 92 136 124 35 
58 91 147 138 
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GEl'illR.AJ_, PUii..PDSE TABLE HO. I (continued) 
~ 
Pupil ~~telligence Mental Reading- Test Scores 
H"o . I • Q. . Age Age (Exp erime~t~ll 
Grade Six 
59 91 129 121 10 
60 91 142 132 12 
61 91 145 145 66 
62 91 137 
63 89 134 119 63 
64 89 144 140 72 
65 88 138 142 
66 88 136 110 
67 87 131 140 45 
68 85 128 146 15 
69 85 137 128 43 
70 85 140 
71 85 128 130 43 
72 84 128 112 13 
73 84 127 126 12 
74 83 114 139 34 
75 80 135 113 4 
76 78 124 130 55 
77 78 127 118 34 
78 78 114 137 
8 1 
GEH:O:RAL PURPOSE TABLE lifO. I (cant inued) 
-- -···*' .-...--· 
Pupil Inteil[gence ~· -·Mental Reading Test Scores 
No. I • Q,. A~e Age (Experimental) 
79 78 129 126 40 
80 73 115 138 64 
81 73 115 116 8 
8 2 '72 128 121 
83 72 126_ ... . 114 42 
84 71 123 119 20 
85 68 114 112 51 
86 66 115 119 
87 65 106 126 5 
88 63 106 112 11 
89 . 62 98 1 30 
90 61 97 127 8 
91 59 101 
9 2 - ~~ 127 8 
93 16 2 50 
94 1 32 19 
95 167 . 45 
96 114 19 
97 113 
--
98 
--
18 5 69 
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GENERAL PURJPOSE TABILE HO . I 
. ----- ~--- -Pupil Intelligence · Mental Reading Test Scores 
Ho. I. ~ . A(;l;e Ag e (Ex;2erimental 
Grad e Seven 
1 138 216 192 38 
2 133 199 173 81 
3 128 203 192 79 
4 126 183 160 83 
5 120 189 187 48 
6 119 185. 187 86 
7 118 180 180 
8 117 18G 158 . 114 
9 116 175 180 1 21 
10 . 115 179 174 i02 
11 113 173 175 69 
12 113 184 160 97 
13 111 171 ::L56 113 
14 111 177 167 
15 110 165 149 40 
16 109 173 191 36 
17 108 175 167 · 88 
18 108 180 162 138 
19 108 181 156 44 
' 20 108 173 162 33 
e 
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G.:lliN.lliHA.'L. .PUHPOo.h; TABLE :t-lo. I ( cont i nli ed) 
,~.>:" 
.I:'Upil Intelli g ence Mental Rea d ing Test Scores 
No. I. g. . --~· A~~- . Ag e _ (.llixperimental L 
Grad e Beven 
21 10 7 
' 
163 162 90 
22 106 183 167 73 
20 106 . 163 167 42 
24 106 165 148 34 
25 105 159 160 102 
26 105 168 161 54 
27 105 173 163 54 
28 104 161 176 137 
29 104 166 174 127 
30 103 162 160 90 
31 103 -161 156 27 
32 1 03 161 158 26 
33 103 172 154 57 
34 103 162 152 55 
35 103 157 163 98 
36 102 162 157 53 
37 1 02 . 154 148 22 
38 102 166 162 3 7 
39 102 163 173 63 
40 101 165 176 86 
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GElifEHAL RJRPOaE TAF!"....JI] NO. I (cant inued) 
P upil Intelligence Mental Reading Test Sc o res 
No. I. ~ · Ag e A~e (ExEe rimenta1) 
Grade Seven 
41 101 158 169 56 
42 101 159 166 
43 100 162 140 ?0 
44 100 161 146 105 
45 100 1?6 1?2 83 
46 99 151 
4? 98 153 160 ?0 
48 98 162 16? 20 
49 98 159 148 56 
50 98 163 160 121 
51 9? 161 154 83 
52 9? 15? 154 
53 9? 1?3 1? 2 64 
54 9? 153 160 53 
55 96 146 142 33 
56 96 149 133 21 
57 96 149 152 ?2 
58 96 165 1?0 28 
59 96 158 181 42 
60 96 155 156 34 
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GENERAL WRPOSE TABLE NO . I (continued) 
.Pupil Intelligence Mental Reading Test sc-ores 
No. I. ~. Age As;e (Expe rimenta12 
Grade Seven 
61 96 158 1?4 53 
62 96 157 133 25 
63 95 157 180 120 
64 95 150 160 119 
65 95 154 160 114 
66 95 161 144 42 
67 95 165 167 31 
68 95 163 163 38 
69 94 161 142 57 
70 94 139 139 90 
71 94 155 131 49 
72 93 142 148 91 
73 92 145 151 93 
74 92 145 167 135 
75 92 147 148 44 
76 92 149 138 26 
77 92 151 132 10 
78 91 146 154 111 
'79 91 159 .148 114 
80 91 149 144 '75 
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GEl\lERAL J?URPO SE TABLE NO . I (c ontinued) 
Pupil Int elli gence Mental Read ing Test Sco-res 
No. I. ~ . A~e Age (EJqJerimental1 
Grade Seven 
81 90 143 12'7 64 
8 2 90 142 143 109 
83 90 146 148 37 
84 89 139 112 39 
85 88 142 113 
86 88 146 152 49 
8'7 8 8 134 139 110 
88 8'7 134 139. 62 
89 8'7 13'7 168 88 
90 86 143 1 30 75 
91 86 140 156 90 
92 86 149 136 87 
93 86 147 
94 85 145 131 43 
95 85 153 150 100 
96 85 150 162 62 
97 85 139 154 75 
98 85 144 109 
99 84 157 133 96 
100 84 145 119 5 
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GE}1ERAI.. PURll?OSE T AB.LE NO. I (continued) 
Pupil Intelligence Mental Reading Test So ores 
No. I.~. A~e Age {Bxperimentali 
Grade Seven 
101 84 142 133 26 
102 83 143 121 30 
103 83 143 143 15 
104 82 150 142 12 
105 82 143 13 
106 82 151 157 40 
107 82 145 149 78 
108 82 145 ~~ 
109 82 149 148 26 
110 81 143 128 111 
111 81 136 160 91 
112 81 147 
--
113 79 136 169 78 
114 79 142 121 12 
115 78 133 . 148 11 
116 ?7 126 124 72 
117 74 134 127 13 
118 74 138 113 8 
119 73 140 
120 72 130 112 49 
Pupil 
Ho. 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 . 
131 
88 
G Eli!ERAT" J?URPO SE T a BJLE 1:-TO • I ( Co nt i nued ) 
Intel1 i g ence 
I • :1· 
68 
68 
67 
67 
Mental 
Age 
Reading Test Sco·res 
~-e--~{ Ex_· p erimenta~ 
Grad e Seven 
123 
128 
127 
126 
l 17 109 
119 113 
185 
---
149 
163 
-.. -
161 
1 4 3 
44 
34 
62 
24 
78 
108 
3 7 
38 
60 
89 
1::-upil Intelligence Mental Reading 'rest tlcores 
No. I. ~ . __ A~e As;e l:&;xpe rimental) 
Grade ll]i~ht 
1 137 218 192 83 
2 124 194 185 76 
3 122 199 194 99 
4 121 199 194 176 
5 117 202 192 57 
6 117 195 192 102 
7 116 181 167 80 
8 ll!6 194 194 60 
9 114 186 185 103 
10 114 195 190 
11 113 184 162 44 
12 112 161 154 63 
13 111 191 184 174 
14 110 183 173 62 
15 109 180 175 173 
16 109 179 174 104 
17 108 181 187 105 
18 108 181 182 64 
19 108 184 176 69 
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G .KN".i.!l.H.A..L .PU.i:ti"Uo.h; 'l' AB.Llli ND . I {continued) 
: = -: = =- · = 
Eupil Intelligence Mental Reading 'l'est t5cores 
No. I • . i4• Age - --~-~P eriment a1) 
Grade .~J;ight 
20 108 189 179 65 
21 108 179 175 78 
22 107 175 176 69 
23 105 180 163 50 
24 104 173 142 71 
25 104 179 181 97 
26 104 183 154 33 
27 103 180 186 
28 102 173 152 43 
29 101 175 193 109 
30 101 171 181 51 
31 100 179 191 94 
32 100 179 187 52 
33 98 169 151 55 
34 98 166 180 100 
35 97 161 154 63 
36 97 169 164 57 
37 96 159 142 7 
38 95 169 182 87 
39 95 177 175 68 
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G :llilf.i!:RA:L . .PLJ.rl.rPU b.i!; T AB:Lb: NO. I (continued) 
~ -. ~ --~--- • • 
.I::"'Upi 1 Intelligence Mental Head ing Test o cores 
No. r. ~. Age Ag e (.i:i.JX_p_ e r i m ental} 
Grade .i:i,; i ght 
40 95 162 175 51 
4 1 95 158 160 55 
42 93 167 162 49 
43 93 158 149 46 
44 93 158 169 62 
45 92 157 160 160 
46 92 177 112 33 
47 90 155 144 58 
48 90 162 160 51 
4 9 90 161 44 
50 90 158 138 34 
51 88 165 139 
52 88 169 118 37 
53 87 157 160 29 
54 86 158 187 102 
55 86 153 168 68 
56 86 153 137 35 
57 85 154 130 55 
58 85 153 155 57 
59 84 158 1 32 
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G:lliJlill:RA.L PUR:!:-Vo~ TABU NO. I (continued) 
::::!'!P· ?'Y';::z::::: ~~ z · I:::Z I . 
:Pupil Intelligence Mental Reading Test ocores 
No. I. g. . A {:lie A~e l.t;:xpe rim ental) 
Grad e ~ight 
60 83 149 126 46 
61 82 158 145 31 
62 81 147 154 36 
63 80 153 140 33 
64 79 142 143 5 
65 78 150 132 22 
66 77 146 136 33 
6 7 76 146 121 42 
68 75 140 130 25 
69 74 140 121 
70 74 142 133 45 
71 70 118 132 10 
72 67 120 169 68 
73 65 125 136 13 
· The General .i:'urpose Table Humber I consists of 
five columns: 
1. Number of pupils arranged in order of 
Intelligence q,uotients from high to low by 
grades. 
2. 1he California Test of Mental Maturity 
Intelligence bcores of the pupils tested 
arranged high to low by grades. 
3. The California Test of Mental Maturity Mental 
Ages of pupils arranged by grades. 
4. ·I' he Iowa .llivery .t'Upil Test of Basic Bkills -
oilent Reading Comprehension Reading Ages of 
pupils arranged by grades. 
5. The scores made on the ~uestions - Activities 
'l' est of Elaborative Thinking by pupils 
arranged by grades. 
93 
Hor the California Test of Mental Maturity fourteen 
pupils were absent, for the Iowa AVery r upil Test of Basic 
okills - oilent Reading Comprehension twelve pupils were 
absent, and for the ~uestions - Activities Test of 
fi:il aborati ve 'l'hinking thirty-four pupils were absent. 
~o data was used unless pupils had taken all three 
tests. In the experiment 302 pupils were used, but data 
was incomplete for forty-seven pupils. Test results for 
seventy-five pupils in grade six, 111 pupils in grade 
seven, and sixty-seven pupils in grade eight, a total of 
253 pupils were used for statistical analysis in this 
study. 
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G ~N.ili i.:.U.U... EU.ti.PO::;)E T ABL~ NO. 2 
k xperimenta1 1' est ;:;)cores - Grade oeven 
U:ota1 1 2 3 4 5 
138 18 9 
137 12 9 
135 14 14 
127 16 15 
121 5 13 
17 9 12 
121 12 
120 10 
119 13 
114 14 
114 6 
114 9 
113 16 
111 8 
111 12 
110 15 
109 12 
108 8 
105 12 
102 8 
102 13 
100 11 
14 9 9 
12 12 13 
11 12 10 
16 8 9 
10 . 12 
10 14 
9 9 
9 16 
6 12 
9 11 
9 14 
8 10 
4 7 
14 8 
8 12 
11 8 
15 9 
13 7 
6 12 
10 8 
11 7 
11 12 
14 9 
12 9 
14 .11 
7 12 
11 5 
9 11 
16 11 
13 8 
9 6 
7 7 
7 5 
13 10 
10 7 
10 7 
6 
10 
11 
7 
9 
9 
9 
13 
12 
7 
10 
8 
10 
11 
g 
. 9 
13 
7 
10 
5 
9 
11 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
14 10 
13 18 
14 15 
11 8 11 9 
12 11 7 12 
13 12 16 3 
9 3 7 13 11 11 
11 7 16 7 12 8 
10 
14 
9 
6 
10 
11 
9 
11 
11 
12 
16 
10 
8 
10 
4 
11 
7 13 9 14 7 
5 12 5 8 6 
10 12 7 7 8 
6 8 8 10 9 
11 6 9 11 8 
5 14 12 11 5 
9 12 7 6 5 
5 12 g 10 7 
1 11 12 12 5 
5 6 6 8 6 
g 9 6 3 6 
11 8 9 12 10 
8 8 12 9 2 
8 8 12 8 0 
2 12 10 9 8 
7 7 2 11 5 
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GJ:!il\f.l!}l-ffi.L PURPDo~ 'l'ABJ...lli ND . 2 {continued) 
.iliXp eril:~-~nta1 'l' est i:icore s - Grade o ev en 
Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~~~~----------------~--- 7 
98 12 11 8 8 7 6 8 
97 9 10 10 8 10 6 12 
9 
7 
8 
9 
93 10 13 10 13 9 5 
91 12 9 10 6 8 9 
91 6 10 5 3 8 8 
90 11 7 4 8 3 10 
90 15 9 9 
90 6 10 11 
90 10 8 9 
88 13 8 7 
88 8 10 8 
87 3 12 7 
86 11 8 8 
86 14 6 6 
83 10 10 8 
83 7 8 5 
83 15 8 8 
81 5 9 7 
79 9 9 5 
78 15 11 8 
78 l 7 7 
6 3 
8 4 
8 8 
8 5 
4 9 
8 8 
5 5 
5 6 
7 8 
6 5 
7 6 
5 6 
6 4 
5 0 
8 9 
7 6 
9 13 
6 8 
5 5 
7 8 
5 5 
8 17 
7 8 
5 7 
8 8 
7 4 
7 9 
4 8 
0 8 
7 7 
8 9 
6 9 
10 5 
6 3 
7 4 
4 12 
11 10 
10 11 
8 8 
9 4 
4 5 
3 7 
14 11 
6 7 
12 
7 
4 
6 
9 
2 
4 
6 7 8 8 6 
4 10 4 8 3 
7 9 6 6 5 
6 7 8 8 8 
5 9 9 6 5 
9 7 }0 6 7 
3 9 3 5 4 
8 6 7 8 5 
1 8 7 7 5 
2 6 12 8 8 
6 6 6 6 3 
7 10 6 6 4 
7 5 7 7 8 
7 3 8 8 5 
2 6 9 7 8 
Total 1 
75 11 
75 10 
75 13 
73 1 
72 9 
72 12 
70 3 
70 10 
69 9 
64 4 
64 7 
63 9 
62 12 
6 2 14 
62 6 
57 4 
57 5 
56 7 
56 8 
55 7 
5 4 2 
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G..t!llllil1A.L. POJ{PO::>l!: 'l'AB.LE NO. 2 (continued) 
.l.!lx pe r imenta1 1' est t>cores - Grade beven 
2 3 4 
8 9 4 
7 14 4 
9 10 6 
3 8 7 
4 10 11 
4 5 4 
3 6 7 
7 4 7 
6 14 3 
6 6 5 
6 8 3 
8 4 4 
8 4 5 
7 6 0 
3 8 5 
7 8 6 
7 6 6 
3 5 3 
5 4 6 
6 7 4 
4 4 5 
5 
3 
4 
0 
6 
7 
1 
6 
7 
2 
6 
4 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 
5 
3 
4 
6 
6 
6 7 
5 7 
9 5 
6 4 
6 11 
5 8 
6 3 
9 9 
6 5 
1 10 
9 12 
5 5 
3 4 
4 2 
6 6 
2 7 
3 6 
3 3 
3 4 
2 4 
4 4 
3 5 
8 . 9 10 11 12 
3 8 6 3 8 
4 6 5 3 4 
3 10 3 1 4 
1 6 13 6 5 
4 3 3 4 8 
9 5 9 6 8 
4 5 8 7 3 
5 4 6 7 2 
3 5 7 5 4 
6 0 0 6 4 
7 3 4 6 6 
2 7 3 9 6 
5 5 5 3 4 
1 6 0 10 0 
4 4 5 6 5 
4 5 3 4 4 
5 8 3 4 2 
8 5 4 5 6 
3 8 5 4 3 
4 3 2 4 4 
5 6 5 5 4 
54 4 
53 9 
53 6 
53 10 
49 1 
49 16 
49 4 
48 7 
44 6 
44 4 
44 3 
43 9 
42 6 
42. 8 
42 5 
40 4 
40 3 
39 7 
38 5 
38 2 
37 4 
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G .~1\f.illHA.l.... ..:PU ili:"' i:iE 'I' A BiLl!.; NiJ • 2 ( co nt i nu e d ) 
Experi~enta~ ~ ocores - Grade oeven 
2 3 
7 3 
7 4 
6 5 
8 5 
10 4 
7 10 
3 4 
7 3 
6 5 
7 3 
4 5 
1 0 
7 7 
3 7 
6 6 
2 3 
3 1 
3 5 
6 3 
g 5 
3 3 
4 
4 
6 
3 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
3 
2 
4 
5 
~ 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
4 
5 
6 
4 
5 
2 
6 
2 
4 
5 
0 
2 
4 
3 
1 
4 
3 
1 
5 
2 
3 
4 
2 
6 
5 
5 
6 
4 
6 
0 
5 
2 
2 
2 
5 
2 
2 
2 
1 
6 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
7 
6 
4 
5 
3 
5 
4 
5 
2 
4 
5 
9 
4 
6 
2 
4 
5 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
8 
5 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
6 
3 
0 
2 
4 
6 
5 
1 
4 
3 
2 
9 10 11 12 
3 3 4 4 
3 3 2 2 
3 5 3 5 
6 3 3 3 
3 2 7 2 
0 0 5 0 
9 4 6 1 
4 4 3 5 
3 5 3 4 
5 4 4 2 
3 4 5 6 
8 2 3 3 
3 1 3 3 
3 2 4 2 
1 3 4 4 
3 5 3 1 
3 4 5 5 
2 2 5 5 
2 2 3 3 
1 2 2 4 
3 2 2 7 
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G~N~BAL ±U~Ub~ TAB~ NO . 2 (continued) 
.t!.:Xpe r imenta1 'l' est ::>cores - Grade oeven 
'l' ota1 1 
37 6 
36 6 
34 1 
. 34 4 
34 3 
2 
2 
4 
7 
5 
4 
33 0 10 
33 2 3 
31 1 4 
30 1 5 
28 4 5 
27 0 4 
26 12 5 
26 2 4 
26 10 3 
26 5 5 
25 6 3 
22 4 3 
21 0 3 
20 0 . 1 
15 3 2 
13 1 2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
4 
4 
2 
5 
4 
3 
2 
5 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
3 
2 
0 
0 
4 
4 
2 
0 
6 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
0 
2 
2 
1 
0 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
5 
3 
3 
4 
0 
4 
2 
5 
4 
2 
4 
2 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
5 
5 
3 
1 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
3 
2 
4 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
3 
2 
2 
0 
1 
4 
4 
0 
0 
8 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
9 10 11 12 
3 4 2 3 
2 3 3 3 
4 4 3 0 
3 3 1 2 
2 2 3 3 
0 3 0 3 0 
0 2 4 3 3 
2 0 2 4 2 
0 4 7 2 1 
0 3 4 2 0 
4 2 2 3 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
4 1 1 2 2 
5 0 0 0 3 
0 1 0 4 2 
2 3 4 1 0 
2 1 0 2 1 
0 2 1 3 0 
1 2 3 2 2 
2 1 2 1 0 
1 2 0 4 0 
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G~NE~ PURBVSE TAB~ NU. 2 {continued ) 
Ex J2 e rimental Test i3cores 
-
Grade Seven 
Total 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
12 0 3 3 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 
11 2 2 0 2 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
10 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
8 1 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
5 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
'l' he General Purpose 'f able Number Two consists of 
thirteen columns. 
1. Total dcore on experimental test. 
2. t; core for each exercise in the expe rimenta1 
test. 
APPEND ! J{ C 
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TEsr OF KL.A.BORti.TIVE THINKI NG 
Grade s 6 - ? - 8 
FORM A 
Mary T. Hayes 
----------------------------------------------------------
Name 
last name first name 
Sex Grade Date 
-----boy or girl 
Age on last birthday 
years 
Number of months 
-=----since last birthday 
Town or City --------------------------
School 
Teacher 
Score 
:~uestions t o Ask 
--------
Topics for Study -----------
Suggested Activities 
Total Score 
----------------
Sample Exercise 
This exercise is done for you. It shows you how to do 
Exercises 1 - 4. 
Fi liDI NG ACTIVITI ES AND TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
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If you are a good thinker, every story or article you 
read suggeets · queetions you want answered, topics you would 
like to study, and activities to do. 
As you read the follo wing article, think of questions 
you would like t o ask, topics you would like to study, and 
activitie s to ,c ·a"rry out alone or with y our clae s. 
SHORTAGE OF WATER CR3ATES NAT I ONAL PROBLEM 
The shortage of water in New York City has received a 
great deal of publicity in newspapers and on the rad io. 
Both private homes and industries coo perated in c6nserving 
thi s i mpo rtant resource. People t ook fewer baths ,washed 
their d ishes once a day - and men even went without shaving 
once a week. This shortage is only t emporary, and many 
cit i zens are faced with similar short term problems. 
Cali f ornia and the Southwest states have a much more 
serious problem because it seems to be a permanent one, with 
no real cure in sight. These states have been growing 
r apidly. Incr easing population and the creation of new 
industries make greater demands on the water supply. The 
mo s t important factor is the need to irrigate dry but 
fertile farml and . These states are now using more water 
than Nature can give back. Arizona farmers may have to 
st op planting a part of their irrigated farmland. Parts of 
California may have to stop growing if the water supply 
cannot keep pace with the needs of the growing population. 
'r he problem of water shortages is a national problem, 
and engineers say that many thing s may be done to help the 
problem, such as: 
1. I ndustrie s should not be started up where 
there is a shortag e of water. 
2. We should s t op dumping sewa ge and factory 
wa ste into rivers. 
3. Ne should build more dams and reservoirs. 
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Two Departments of the United States Government - the 
Forest Service of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, and Department of Reclamation, of the United States 
Department of the Interior, will send free materials to 
people who are interested in knowing how the supply of 
water can be conserved. 
I. List all the questions or topics suggested to you by 
this article. 
1. Is it possible that the supply of rain will 
continue to be less each year until parts of 
the country become deserts? 
2. How do forests help the supply of water? 
3. ':'fays to stop waste of water 
4. Wise use of water 
II. Make a list of personal or class activities sugg ested 
by the article. 
1. Write to government departments for more 
information on the problem of water conservation. 
2. :Make a diagram showing the water cycle - ocean -
clouds - rain - streams - lakes - streams -
rivers - ocean a gain. 
3. Make a large wall drawing showing how water is 
used at home, in the city, and on the far.m -
such as cleaning streets, putting out fires, 
etc. 
4. Make a chart showing how people store water, 
such as cisterns, wells, reservoirs, dams, etc. 
5. Uake a mural showing the importance of water to 
recreation, such as skating, swimming, sailing, 
etc. 
6. Discuss ways in which man controls conservation 
of water on the farm, in the city, and by the 
government. 
7. Or ganize committee to consider ways in which 
the school can help: 
a. Give short talks in the other classrooms. 
b. Make slogans to place in the school. 
c. Broadcast a short prog ram asking other 
citi z ens to help save water. 
8. Construct a miniature d&n and reservoir. 
9. See a motion picture about water and its 
importance as a resource. 
10. Read in class poems about re sources which we 
must protect. 
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11. ]h:ake cartoons showing what not to do in the 
use of water at home. ---
12. "Malee a vocabulary pertinent to this study. 
13. Visit the source of the local water supply. 
Find out facts of the water supply's decrease. 
14. Read the conservation pledge to the group. 
15. Use magazines to get information on the 
country's decreasing water supply. 
16. Make up a play in which facts found out about 
local water supplies will be presented in an 
interesting manner to parents. 
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Exercise I 
Directions: This selection should suggest topics to study 
or possible activities for the class. 
SOUNDS THAT Eli!TERTAIN 
s ometimes a scene in a radio serial story will call 
for comparatively few spoken lines by the actor, yet the 
story depicts fast action and drama. This action is 
produced by the sound effect man. Horses gallop for us 
as he beats hiE chest with his palms in a rythm suggesting 
a gallop. If a man in the story is supposed to be walking 
in mud, the sound effect man might slap some half-cooked 
spaghetti in his hands. If your favorite mystery story 
needed to have a man talking in a cave, the person who was 
speaking hi s lines might talk into a large drinking glass 
held close to the microphone. He has many d evices for 
producing mechanical sounds. Bird seed poured on paper 
makes the sound of rain, while a piece of cellophane, 
crinkled between the hands close to the mike, is a pretty 
good imitation of a crackling fire. A small paddle wheel 
is turned in a pail of water to make the sound of waves 
lapping on the beach. a door is set in a frame in the 
studio and is used for episod es that call for the 
banging, shutting, or creaking of a door. 
Bu t most of the sounds he needs for a fast moving 
play are recorded or " canned ,; on records. He ha~:: a 
special phonograph with many revolving turntables. He 
has to be constantly on the alert for cues from the 
ac·tors, and he plays parts of one record after another 
to produce the necessary effects. ':/hen the conversation 
is long enough, he changes the records for the ones he 
will need next. His job is certainly not a monotonous 
one, and radio plays would be pretty dull without his 
help. 
I. Did this article give you ideas for related topics 
to study? List them here. 
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II. 'ilhat are some of the activities sugg ested to you by 
this article? List them under the following headings: 
1. Activities that Help to Find Out 
2. Social Activities (doing something to help) 
3. Appreciative Activities (music, art, etc.) 
4. Reporting Activities {reports, graphs, 
exhibits , etc. ) 
Ex ercise II 
Directions: As you read this story you may think of 
questions you would like to ask. 
HAPPY :B~LI NGS ARE DI~PORrANT FOR GOOD HEAJ.ITH 
The seventh grad e class at Emers on School were 
summarizing their work in health for the year. One 
comrnittee was making a big health scrapbook, another 
was making postere for the bulletin board in the hall, 
and a third. cormni tt ee was working on a frieze in the 
back of the room. 
The school nurse came in for a visit. She looked 
at the posters. "T hat's a good picture, Jean. There 
i s plenty of action on that playground. 11 After she 
had look ed at them all, she said, • he r e i e one 
missing . 1 o you know whi ch one I mean?" 
"Happy Feel in:grran, said Tom. "Emotions affect 
everything we do. When we are happy our foo d di gests 
better. It is easier for the body to get ri d of 
waste matter. 11 
"You sleep better, too " , said the nurse. ''Your 
po sture is better because so often the way you feel 
affects the way you walk or sit." 
"I know all that", said Joe. "So what are we 
going to do about it? After all, we can't help 
f eeling unhappy at times. We have things to worry 
about, especially a~run s. Life is like that. eople 
are unkind to us. Our plans are spoiled. We get 
d i sappointed ab<;mt things. Nobody can be happy all 
the time. ·.r ny pretend we can?" 
'' 'f hat' s true, 11 sai d the school nurse, "but 
are thing s you can do t o relieve your feelings. 
don't you do a little research on the question? 
me kno w what you find out. 11 
there 
W'ny 
Let 
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I. List topics for study or questions to ask which 
the story suggested. 
II. List here activities which are related to the 
story. 
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Exercise III 
Directions: As you read this book review, you may 
think of questions you would like to 
ask or activities which would be 
related to the story. 
A BOOK REVIEW 
'Nilder, £ aura Ingalls, Little House in the ~!..8 Woods 
This is the first of eight books, written by 
.Laura Ingalls Wilder, which gives the reader a 
picture of a pioneer family and their experiences 
in settling the Midwest. 
In this book the Ingalls family are living in 
a l og cabin in the Wisconsin woods. There are five 
girls in the family. Ma Ingalls is a wonderful cook, 
and concocts wonderful meals with a limited amount of 
groceries. You can almost smell her bread baking as 
you read, just as you can hear Pa's gay songs and 
fiddle music. These people have misfortune~ . and 
life is a hard struggle at times. Blizzards howl, 
crops fail, and the wind sounds lonely in the Big 
Woods, but there is love and security in the little 
cabin. 
The Ingalls family does not stay in Wisconsin. 
They move on, and the girls grow up, but that 
happ ens in other books by the same author. 
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I. L ist the quest ions you would like answered after 
readin~ the book review. 
II. What classroom or individual activities did the 
book review suggest to you? L ist them here. 
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l ;xerci ee IV 
Directions: As you read this article, it should suggest 
questions or topics for study, or activities 
related to it. 
FASr ACTION SAVES TIMBERI.A.NI» 
The smoke jumper has one of the most exciting jobs 
of all the interesting types of work which forest 
rangers do in guarding our national forests. It is 
exciting - and very important work because his fast 
action saves acres of timberland. 
The fire guard, in his lookout op the mountain 
top, sends the warning of fire to the landing field 
which is maintained by the National Forest Service. 
'Jhile the pilot warms up the plane's motor, the smoke 
jumper puts on a special suit which is padded with 
felt material, and adjusts the harness of his 
parachute. Then he puts on his he~et with the steel 
mesh wire apparatus to cover his face. Soon the plane 
is flying high over the forest area. The pilot sends 
out a small test parachute to estimate the wind drift. 
When the pilot thinks they have the correct 
location, he gives the signal, and the ranger jumps. 
Sometimes he lands in a tree, but he has a rope in 
the pocket of his trousers to help him to descend to 
the ground in case this happens. 
Another small parachute comes down, bringing 
his fire-fighting tools, emergency food rations, a 
cante en of water and a first-aid kit. Inside his 
jacket he has a two-way radio set. He is all 
equipped for action. 
In a matter of hours the ranger has the fire 
unde r control by shovelling dirt on the flames, and 
by cutting the brush from the edge of the fire. Then, 
because he is usually too tired to make his way back 
to the ranger station, he will spend the night in 
the forst he has helped to save by his fast action. 
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I. List here the topics for study which were suggested 
to you by the article. 
II. You must have thought of interesting activities for 
you or your class to do as you read the article. 
J,i st them here. 
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TEsr O:B, ELABORAT IVE THINKil'lG 
Grades 6 - 7 - 8 
F ORl\ii B 
Mary T. Hayes 
--------------------------------------------- --------------
Name 
----~1-a-s~t~n-am---e--- first name 
sex Grade------ Date ------ -boy or girl 
Age on last birthday -------
years 
Number of months 
since last birthd_a_y ______ _ 
Town or City-------------------------
School 
Teacher 
- - - ·-
Score 
~uestions to Ask 
--- -
To p ics for Study ___ _ 
Suggested Activities 
Total Score 
Sample Ex ercise 
This exercise is done for you. It shows you how to do 
Exercises I - IV. 
Jn NDING AC'riVI'l'IES AND TOPICS FOR :b"'URI'HER ST'IJiff 
If you are a good thinker, every story or article 
you read suggests questions you want answered, topics 
you would like to study, and activities to do. 
As you read the following article, think of 
questions you would like to ask, topics you would like 
to study, and activities to carry out alone or with 
your class. 
SHOR'£AGE OF WATER CREATES NATIONAL PROBJ..EM 
The shortage of water in New York City .has 
received a great deal of publicity in newspapers and on 
the radio. Both private homes and industries co op erated 
in conserving this important resource. People took 
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fewer baths , washed their dishes once a day - and men even 
went without shaving once a week. This shortage is only 
tempo rary, and many cities are faced with similar short 
term problems. 
California and the Southwest states have a much more 
serious problem becaus e it seems to be a permanent one, 
with no real cure in sight • . These states have been growing 
rapi dly. Increasing population and the creation of new 
industries make greater demands on the· water supply. The 
most important factor is the need to irrigate dry but 
fertile farmland. These states are now using more water 
than Nature can g ive back. Arizona farmers may have to 
stop planting a part of their irrigated farmland. Parts of 
California may have to stop growing if the water supply 
cannot keep pace with the need s of the growing population. 
The problem of water shortages is a national problem, 
and engineers say that many things can be done to help the 
situation, such as: 
1. Indu s tries should not be started up where there 
is a shortage of water. 
2. We should etop dumping sewage and factory waste 
into rivers. 
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3. V!e should build more dams and reservoirs. 
Two Departments of the United States Government -
the Forest Service of the United States Department of 
Agriculture, and Department of Reclamation, of the 
United States Department of the Interior, will send free 
materials to people who are interested in knowing how 
the supply of water can be conserved. 
I. List all the questions or topics suggested to you 
by this story. 
1. Is it possible that the supply of rain will 
continue to be less each year until parts of 
the country become deserts? 
2. How do forests help the supply of water? 
3. '!fays to stop waste of water 
4. W1se use of water 
II. Make a list of personal or class activities suggested 
by the article. 
1. Write to government departments for more 
information on the problem of water conservation. 
2. Make a diagram showing the water cycle - ocean -
clouds - rain - streams - lakes - streams -
rivers - ocean again. 
3. Make a large wall drawing showing how water is 
used at home, in the city, and on the farm, such 
as cleaning streets, putting out fires, etc. 
4. Make a chart showing how pe-ople store water -
such as cisterns, wells, reservoirs, dams, etc. 
5. Make a mural showing the importance of water to 
recreation, such as skating, swimming, sailing, 
etc. 
5. Discuss ways in which man controls conservation 
of water on the far.m, in the city, and by the 
government. 
7. Organize committees to consider ways in which 
the school can help. 
a. Give short talks in the other classrooms. 
b. Make slogans to place in the school. 
c. Broadcast a short program asking other 
citizens to help save water. 
8. Construct a miniature dam and reservoir. 
9. See a motion picture about water and its 
importance as a resource. 
10. Read in class poems about resources which 
we must protect. 
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11. Make cartoons showing what not to do in the use 
of water at home. ---
12. Make a vocabulary pertinent to this study. 
13. Visit the source of the local water supply. 
Find out ·fact s of water supply's decrease. 
14. Read the conservation pledge to the group. 
15. Use magazines to get infonnation on country's 
decreasing water supply. 
16. Make up a play in which facts found out about 
the local water supplies will be presented in 
an interesting manne r to parents. 
Exercise I 
Directions: I hope this short story will suggest some 
ideas you can use in your own life. 
HOBBIES ARE FUN 
Roberta Markham was a picture of dejection as she 
looked through the window at the teeming rain. 11 I hate 
Saturdays 11 , she muttered to herself, "I guess I 1 11 call 
up Grace and ask her to come over." 
11 I 1m sorry, Roberta", Grace's voice answered over 
the wire, " but I just can't leave what I'm doing now. I 
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am making stage properties for Howard's puppet show. He has 
finished hie puppets for Sadko, the old Russian fairy tale, 
and I am wo rking on a coral palace f or the Czar of the Sea." 
Roberta found all her friends working on their special 
hobbies. Carole was pasting pictures in her scrapbook of 
famous dancers. Diane was working on her miniature doll 
furniture. Margaret was reading a book on making unusual 
types of bedspreads, hop ing to find a new idea to try. 
Sally was poring over seed catalogues, and planning her 
flower garden for the spring. "l'fo sense in calling Jean", 
thought Roberta, 11 she will be working on her papier-mache 
likenesses of hi st orical figures." 
Roberta's Mother sat down by a frame, and began work 
on her hooked rug. "Mother" , said Roberta, as she put 
the telephone back in the cradle. 11 I seem to be the only 
one who is bored on this rainy Baturday. \'/hat is the 
matter with me? I could never make coral palaces for a 
sea king nor miniature furniture. I am not interested in 
making bedspreads nor planting petunias. Am I queer?" 
11 No, Roberta", answered Mother, 11 I think you just 
haven't found an interesting hobby. 1ffhy don't y ou get 
some books from the library, and perhaps you will find an 
idea that appeals to you?" 
"That reminds me"' said Ro berta, II our school magazine 
had an address to write to for information on hobbies. Oh, 
here it is, - Office of Education, Vocational Division, 
Washington, D.C. Guess I will write and see what this 
material has to offer me." 
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I. Did this story give you ideas for related topics to 
study? List them here. 
II. What are some of the activities suggested to you 
by this article. List them under the following 
headings: 
1. Activities that Help to Find Out 
2. Social Activities (doing something to help) 
3. Appreciative Activities ( music, art, etc.) 
4. Reporting Activities (reports, graphs, 
exhibits, etc.) 
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Exercise II 
Directions: As you read this discussion, think of topics 
for study or ac-~ivi ·ties that are sugg ested to 
you by the story. 
PROTE CTING THE PUBLIC 
School was over for the day, and Mary Ellen and the 
crowd decided to go to their favorite ice cream store for 
a soda. They were surprised to find it locked, so they 
asked their friend Mac the reason. The policeman told 
them the store had been closed qy the city health officers 
because the owner was not following the city health rules 
for sanitation. 
"Doesn't :Mr. Green own the building in which the 
store is located?" asked 'l'im. 11 I don't see hovv anyone can 
force you to close a store if you own the property and 
everything in the store. 11 
"It has been closed for your own protection, young 
man", answered :Mac. "Mr. Green was not using the proper 
methods for washing his dishes. He was careles s about 
places for storing food, and there were no adequate rest 
rooms for the waitresses. Dirt spreads germs, and germs 
spread disease. If you had continued to drink ice cream 
sodas there, you might have become ill. His license has 
been revoked until he takes steps to correct conditions. 11 
11 L icense! II' said Joan, II I c.idn' t know you had to 
have a license to sell ice cream. 11 
"Come to think of it, I remember a framed 
certificate hanging in the beauty parlor where I had my 
hai r washed 11 , said Louise. 
"There is one in the barber shop", said :Dick. 11 I 
suppose that is a license, too." 
Mac Laughed, "You might be surprised how many of 
those framed certificates could be found in your city. 
Some of your public servants may not have to fr~ne them, 
but most of them do have licenses." 
11 Come on, gang 11 , called •red. "Let's explore the 
business district, and see what we can uncover. 11 
I. 
II. 
.;_;id thi s story sugg est topics you would like to 
study? List them here. 
Di d you think of activities for you or your class 
as you read this story? List them here. 
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Exercise I II 
Directions: As you read this book review, think of 
questions you would iike to ask or activities 
which the story might suggest. 
Forbes, Esther, Johnny 'rremain 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. 
~his book is historical fiction about an apprentice 
to a silversmith. He lived in the days of the American 
Revolution, and his master was almost as good as Paul 
Revere. 
Johnny is a very competent apprentice, but he knows 
he i s pretty good. He is ambitious for his own future, and 
not too friendly towards his fellow workers, ne day, 
when he has unusual success with a design he had planned, 
the other avprentices play a joke on Johnny. The joke 
has disastrous results. His design is lost, and his hand 
is so badly burned that he can no longer do the work he 
loves, and which he has learned to do so well. He is 
very bitter, and vows he will get his revenge. 
However, he and his friend Rab meet John Hancock, 
~aul Revere, and Samuel Adams. Their own private troubles 
do not seem as important as the preparations for the 
Revolutionary War taldng place around Boston. 
The boys gTa'w up quickly, Johnny gets well, and 
finds a job caring for horses. He is very fond of his 
friend, Rab, even when they quarrel, and he suffers deeply 
when Rab dies in the first battle of the Revolution. 
This book gives a very authentic, but convincing 
picture of this period in history. Miss Forbes spent a 
long time finding out about the period before she wrote 
the book. She makes the British, as well as the Americans, 
seem very real to the reader. Many details of everyday 
life of the people on both sides are given. 
Child ren of twelve or fourteen old would enjoy this 
book, but adults would find it interesting, too. 
I. List here the questions you would like answered 
after reading the book review. 
II. _ _,ist classroom activities suggested by the book 
review. 
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Exercise IV 
Directions: This article ought to suggest topics 
you would like to study and activities to 
do that are related to iy . 
iilfLAND WAT ERWAYS CARRY FREIGHT 
Because railroads carry most of our freight, and 
planes and trucks are busier than ever, we are apt to 
forget that the inland waterways, lakes, rivers, and 
man-made canals carry more freight now than they did 
ten years ago. 
Most important are the Great Lakes, where 
specially designed ships carry freight over the largest 
inland hi ghway for shipping in the world. Much of the 
freight carried on the Great Lakes is iron ore from the 
Mesabic Range in Minnesota. Railroad cars bring the 
ore from the range to the lake ports. At some docks 
special machinery lifts up the cars, turns them upside 
down in the air as the iron ore pours into the 
freighters. 
Some of the ore is carried down Lake Michigan to 
Gary anc Chicago. Some is carried through Lake Huron 
to Cleveland and Toledo on Lake Erie. These cities 
have grown to be indus trial cities with huge steel 
mills because of their location on the river hi ghway. 
The interesting part about the river is that 
Nature made it for shipping. Only t wo canals had to 
be built by man. One is between Lake Superior and 
Lake Huron, and the other is between Lake Erie and 
~ake Ontario. At these places canals and locks had 
to be built eo that ships could get around the Falls. 
I. ~ist topics for study which are related to this 
select ion. 
II. .:S ist possible activities sugg ested by the selection. 
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